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Faculty call for 
change in policy 
of restructuring 
by Drew vanEsselstyn 
      news editor  
Twenty-two faculty members, 
all of whom have been 
recognized as Distinguished 
Teachers and/or Madison 
Scholars, wrote a November 9 
letter to JMU President Ronald 
Carrier calling for a temporary 
cessation in restructuring efforts. 
The letter states that no further 
restructuring should take place 
until faculty is given the chance 
to consider the proposed changes 
that have been announced thus 
far by Carrier. 
• See Opinion, page 13 for 
the full text of the letter to 
Dr. Carrier. 
The letter calls for a change in 
the policy for restructuring and 
cited a "lack of faculty 
participation" and "the 
demonstrated unwillingness of 
the administration to engage in 
serious dialogue" as its reasons. 
Carrier was unavailable for 
comment, and Fred Hilton, JMU 
director of media relations, said 
Carrier will reply directly to the 
professors, but not through a. 
public statement in the student 
newspaper. 
Several members of the letter- 
writing group -declined to 
comment, and said they could not 
speak for the group and felt the 
letter spoke for itself. 
The letter-writing group is 
made up of 10 recipients of the 
Distinguished Teacher Award 
and several Madison Scholars. 
Several meetings took place in 
the writing of the letter, and the 
group assembled last week to 
finalize the draft. 
The letter pointed to the 
following proposed changes in 
university governance: 
First, a non-voting member of 
the faculty should be elected by 
his/her peers to the JMU Board 
of Visitors. "Only in this way can 
the perspective of JMU's 
teachers and scholars be made 
known to the Board of Visitors," 
the letter stated. 
Second, the writers proposed 
that the  Faculty  Senate  be 
restructured "to speak for the 
faculty, particularly in matters of 
academic concern." 
The letter then detailed the 
groups' opinion that 
"disproportionate representation" 
exists on university commissions 
and the University Council, 
specifically referring to the large 
number of administrators on 
bodies concerning university 
governance. 
"The present structure serves 
as a barrier to the careful 
consideration of academic 
program design, modification and 
even dissolution," it stated. 
Two proposals were made in 
order to combat the problems the 
group saw with administrative 
representation on the Council and 
commissions. 
The letter called for a 
"moratorium of all restructuring . 
. . to enable thoughtful 
consideration by the faculty of 
the proposed changes." 
The letter also stated that the 
makeup of University Council, 
the Commission of 
Undergraduate Studies and 
Commission of Graduate Studies 
should be determined based on 
the following proposal. 
Carrier would not be allowed 
to appoint more than 10 members 
to each body. 
The appointed members would 
be drawn from either 
administrators or students. 
Twelve faculty members would 
be be elected by full-time faculty 
members and they would be 
"administered by the restructured 
Faculty Senate." Faculty 
members would serve non- 
renewable three-year terms. 
The letter concluded by stating 
that the faculty "must meet their 
responsibility to make curricular 
and program decisions that carry 
the weight and authority of fully 
participating partners in the 
governance of this university." 
To not perform this function, 
the faculty asserted they would 
"fail in our duty to ourselves as 
professionals, to our students as 
future citizens, and to the 
University as an institution 
dedicated to excellence in 
education." 
BRIAN ZARAHN 
Can't drive 55 
Junior Mark Thlele takes a ride on the Convlncer Monday during a seat belt usage 
demonstration on the commons. The demonstration was part of Hearth Week and was 
sponsored by Eta Sigma Gamma. The convlncer simulates car crashes at 5 miles per hour. 
Revival of Freshman Seminar may now 
depend on College of Letters & Sciences 
by Drew vanEsselstyn 
Cyndy Liedt ke 
 senior writers  
Freshman Seminar may have 
one last chance of surviving if 
faculty will commit to staff the 
class, according to JMU 
President Ronald Carrier. 
In the memo sent to Dr. Jack 
Armistead, dean of the College of 
Letters and Sciences, Carrier said 
it is possible the seminar could 
remain in existence should the 
Liberal Studies Committee find a 
sufficient number of instructors 
to staff the course. 
"I am inclined to support the 
continuation of the seminar as the 
design team has reformulated it if 
there is a firm commitment from 
faculty to teach the course," 
Carrier wrote. 
Armistead said, "I think the 
seminar is a good thing. The only 
problem from the beginning has 
been to find a way to staff it" 
Armistead said he asked each 
department head to ask the 
professors in their department if 
they would like to teach the 
seminar and if so, how many 
sections. 
The department heads are then 
responsible for formulating a 
plan of how many sections of 
Freshman Seminar the 
department can teach for the next 
three years. 
Armistead said he hopes to 
have the plans within the next 
two weeks in order to make a 
decision on whether there is 
enough faculty support to 
continue the seminar. 
SGA President Josh Pringle 
said, "First of all, I am very 
encouraged that Carrier approves 
of the revision proposal." Pringle 
is also a member of the Liberal 
Studies Committee. 
But Dr. Robin McNallie, 
member of the Liberal Studies 
Committee, disagreed over the 
intent of the memo. 
"I think this is a counter- 
inducement," said McNallie, an 
associate professor of English. 
"[Carrier] may be passing the 
buck so that the faculty could be 
blamed and be at fault, that 
maybe they can say [faculty] 
really don't want to teach the 
seminar." 
The Liberal Studies 
Committee had forwarded a 
revision proposal on Freshman 
Seminar to the Commission on 
Undergraduate Studies. 
The revision proposal was not 
voted on at the Commission 
meeting last Tuesday, and instead 
a substitute motion to eliminate 
the seminar was passed. 
Les Bolt, associate professor 
of marketing education, and 
member of the Liberal Studies 
Committee, said that a strength of 
the seminar has been the diversity 
of the professors involved in 
instruction. 
Bolt also expressed concern 
that the effort would solely be 
that of the College of Letters and 
Sciences. 
Andy Kohen, professor of 
economics and member of the 
Freshman Seminar steering 
committee, said the seminar has 
always been a university-wide 
shared activity and said it does 
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Seminar. 
continued from page 1 
not make sense to him to keep it 
only within the College of Letters 
and Sciences. 
Kohen said he feels that if the 
administration supported 
seminar, the rest of the university 
would follow suit. 
"I am reasonably optimistic we 
can get the faculty participation 
to lead LS 101 if we can get the 
support of the administration," 
Kohen said. 
Armistead said he would like 
to have faculty from outside the 
College of Letters and Sciences 
teach the seminar, but department 
heads might be reluctant to let a 
professor do so because of 
limited resources. 
Pringle said he was not sure 
that the committee could find the 
necessary faculty support or the 
three-year commitment Carrier 
calls for in the memo. 
"I would encourage students 
that if they want to see Freshman 
Seminar kept, they hound each of 
their professors to keep the 
class," Pringle said. 
Carrier called for three-year 
commitments by the faculty 
interested in teaching the class. 
"I think what is probably the 
most difficult thing is finding 
someone to sign up for six- 
straight semesters," McNallie 
said. 
Carrier concluded.the memo: 
"The seminar would become a 
Liberal Studies course entirely 
staffed and funded by you." 
The College of Letters and 
Sciences will receive no 
additional funding for the 
seminar, according to Carrier. 
Armistead said the College of 
Letters and Sciences received 
two additional faculty positions 
but no additional funds when the 
college absorbed the seminar last 
summer. He said he is confident, 
though, that if freshman seminar 




Fall adorns the valley In this local scene, a surrealistic 
view photographed on infrared film. 
Department reacts to 'seamless' concept 
Math professors say discipline requires knowledge 
by Janet Driscoll 
staff writer 
With restructuring at the center 
of campus controversy, the 
quality and process of education 
at JMU continues to be debated. 
Now, the department of 
mathematics has made a counter 
proposal to seamless education. 
Although seamless education 
is still only concept of university 
restructuring, some faculty 
members don't understand its 
concepts and fear its implications 
on specific disciplines and the 
liberal studies program. 
According to math professor 
Dr. Carter Lyons, a full-page ad 
was placed in the Nov. 4 Breeze 
in response to a statement made 
by JMU President Ronald Carrier 
in an interview printed on Oct. 
28. 
In that interview, when 
referring to the concept of 
seamless education, Carrier told 
The Breeze, "You don't need a 
whole class in calculus, but you 
need to understand the scientific 
approach to things." 
Fred Hilton, director of media 
relations, defined seamless 
education as "an interdisciplinary 
education offering education 
without being bound by 
departmental lines." Hilton 
explained that a student in one 
discipline may only need a 
portion of information from 
another discipline. "We look at a 
total education," he said. 
Hilton said no plans have yet 
been made for the seamless 
education concept 
Jeff Nobel, assistant to the 
president, defined seamless 
education as an integration of 
courses that are related. 
"There should be much more 
connection between courses in 
different areas," he said. 
Lyons said Carrier's statement 
upset faculty and friends of the 
math department, which 
prompted them to place an ad to 
encourage students to take a 
whole class in math. 
He added that the concept of 
seamless education only allows 
students a brief glimpse of the 
discipline, not an understanding 
of the discipline as a whole. 
Nobel said, "We're not trying 
You'll have a better chance of solving 
problems fw whteh the mehSods of 
solution aren't already known. 
"More math means more money," 
after graduation, especially for women. 
InMMM* 
to say no one should take a [full] 
course." He compared seamless 
education to driving a car — you 
don't need to know how all the 
parts work to make it run. 
But Lyons said, "The idea is 
that you can't understand the 
discipline through part of a 
course." 
Junior chemistry major 
Michael Auger said "taking a 
whole math course develops 
analytical skills." 
Currently, students are 
required to take only one math 
course as part of their liberal 
studies requirements. 
Lyons said he hopes that 
restructuring and the concept of 
seamless education will not 
destroy the liberal studies 
program. 
"Mathematics and every 
discipline has something to 
contribute [to education]." 
Senior math major John 
Finamore said a seamless 
education "won't give everyone 
as diverse an education as [the 
liberal studies program] does 
now." 
.   . ■- • 
Auger agreed that the liberal 
studies program is important. "I 
don't know where you'd begin 
without it," Auger said. "It 
carries over into everything." 
When asked how the concept 
of seamless education differs 
from the current liberal studies 
program, Nobel said the new 
program would do more than the 
current liberal studies program by 
integrating more areas. 
An example of the integration 
would be a combination of all 
science disciplines into one 
course instead of requiring two 
separate science credits. 
"Liberal studies isn't terrible," 
Nobel said. "But could it be 
better? Yes." 
Lyons said he, as a faculty 
member, does not understand the 
plans for university restructuring 
and can only speculate on the 
outcome of the newly proposed 
programs. 
'1 don't think you can say for 
sure that we have a direction," 
Lyons said. "I believe the faculty 
must play a much larger role than 
they are." 
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News 
Wampler prepares for students 
by Mike Leedom 
staff writer 
It looks as if Wampler Hall will finally 
open for business. The Office of 
Residence Life plans to admit students 
into the new bluestone residence hall on 
the Quad beginning Jan. IS. 
ORL is collecting interest surveys 
through Friday from students interested in 
moving into Wampler Hall. The surveys 
can be picked up in any residence hall. 
"I think it would be awesome to be in a 
new dorm. It's a decent location. Both my 
roommate and I want to move in," junior 
Hoffman Hall resident Bruce Clarke said. 
This year, several freshmen living in 
congested arrangements in the Village 
hope to move into Wampler Hall. Many 
freshmen have more than one roommate 
or live in a study lounge. 
Until the 1993-94 school year, Wine- 
Price Hall was used by ORL as a 
residence hall for incoming freshmen. The 
Wine-Price lease expired last May. 
Some Village rooms were then tripled 
due to the loss of Wine-Price. 
Freshmen Mark Hong and Patrick 
Cheng said there are some study lounges 
occupied by as many as four roommates. 
"That was the worst scenario, I think," 
Cheng said. 
Freshman Andrew Bansemer said he 
would like to move primarily for the 
location. 
"I have a 10-minute walk to campus. 
Most of my classes are on the Quad," he 
said. 
Freshman James George, who lives in 
White Hall, said he would also like to 
ERICA BLEEG 
Wampler Hall, currently under construction, Is scheduled for completion by the 
end of the year. Students will move in Jan. 15. 
move into Wampler Hall to be closer to 
his classes in the Music Building. 
According to Maggie Burkhart, 
associate director of ORL, Wampler Hall 
will house up to 155 students. The sign-up 
process will take place the first week of 
December. 
Seniors who apply for a room change 
into Wampler will be considered first, 
similar to the residence hall sign-ups at the 
end of the Spring semester. 
Wampler Hall residents will enjoy more 
perks than students in other residence 
halls. 
The new hall will feature a central air 
conditioning and heating system to give 
residents more climate control, Burkhart 
said. Other bluestone halls are equipped 
with a radiator in each room. 
There will also be the computer lab, and 
VAX capabilities, in the basement that 
Clarke said would be "incredibly 
convenient. I usually use the one at the 
College of Business." 
Wampler Hall will also offer TV 
lounges on all four floors, an elevator and 
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Head designer 
for publications 
at J Mil dies 
Pasquale "Pat" Joseph Thomas 
Mazzoccoli, 51, of Berryville died 
Nov. 6 in Fairfax Hospital. 
Mazzoccoli was the head designer 
of publications at JMU beginning July 
1 , 1992. 
David Taylor, director of 
publications, said, "Even though Pat 
was only here for a little over a year, 
he certainly made quite an impression 
on our department as well as a number 
of people in university relations. We 
are all going to miss him." 
Before coming to JMU, Mazzoccoli 
was a senior graphic designer for Alex 
And Graphics in Fairfax, for Marriott 
Corp. in Washington, D.C. and for 
Xerox Corp. in Leesburg. 
He attended East Carolina 
University and the Corcoran School of 
Art in Washington, DC. He was 
enrolled in the bachelor of general 
studies program at JMU at the time of 
his death. 
He was born in Dayton, Ky., on July 
7,1942. 
Survivors include a son, Jeff 
Mazzoccoli; a daughter, Mia 
Mazzoccoli; a brother, Joseph 
Mazzoccoli; and two grandchildren. 
Funeral arrangements were made by 
Demaine Funeral Home, 520 S. 
Washington St., Alexandria. The burial 
was yesterday in St. Mary's Cemetery. 
— Nicole Motley 
Carrier addresses JMU, Harrisonburg partnership 
by Cyndy Liedtke 
senior writer 
lacks     student 
JMU is looking for ways to be 
more visible in downtown 
Harrisonburg through the arts and 
business, according to JMU 
President Ronald Carrier. 
Carrier outlined plans Tuesday 
for JMU's further involvement in 
the downtown area as the 
luncheon speaker at "Downtown 
2000: A Vision for Downtown 
Harrisonburg" at First 
Presbyterian Church. 
The program was sponsored 
jointly by Citizens for 
Downtown, Harrisonburg 
downtown retail merchants and 
the Harrisonburg-Rockingham 
Chamber of Commerce to bring 
community members together to 
discuss the future of downtown 
Harrisonburg. 
Carrier, who was a member of 
the Downtown Development 
Authority in the 1980s, told about 
35 community members that 
when he came to JMU in 1971, 
downtown Harrisonburg was 
"alive with students," and now 
Sawhill Gallery said, "Any 
opportunity to bring more 
audiences to any of our arts 
would be of great importance." 
James Deskins, executive 
director of the Harrisonburg 
Redevelopment and Housing 
Authority, said there is potential 
the     area 
involvement. 
"I really think the downtown 
area should build a partnership 
with the students of JMU if not 
JMU itself," he said. 
JMU originally proposed to 
build a performing arts center 
downtown in 
conjunction with the 
city, but the city did 
not find the project 
feasible and the 
university is looking to 
build the structure on- 
campus, according to  partnership with the 
Fred   Hilton,   JMU    ^ T»-7FI   '£ 
students of JMU, if 
not JMU itself/1 
a The downtown area 
should build a 
relations. 
Instead, Carrier said 
in his speech, he 
would like to create 
expanded arts 
opportunities      for 
students    and    the    _____ 
community by moving 
Sawhill Gallery downtown and 
forming a theater for use by 
Shenandoah Shakespeare Express 
and student drama groups. 
Stuart Downs, director of 
Ronald Carrier 
JMU president 
for an arts base related to JMU in 
downtown Harrisonburg. 
"I agree there is the possibility 
for a mutually beneficial 
relationship     between     the 
community and JMU, 
particularly as it relates to arts 
development and cultural 
development," he said. 
Patricia Doss, executive vice 
president of the Harrisonburg- 
Rockingham     Chamber     of 
Commerce,   said  if  Sawhill 
Gallery    were    located 
downtown, it would attract 
not only students to the 
area, but also an older 
population    that    lives 
downtown and does not 
drive. 
Carrier also said he 
would like downtown 
businesses to have further 
involvement with JMU's 
Center for 
Entrepreneurship, which 
provides services to help 
small businesses. 
William Wood, 
    professor  of economic 
education and director of 
the center, said,"I think JMU has 
an obligation to help the 
community that it calls home. 
"I think we have a lot of good 
opportunities to do that," he said. 
Donna Stewart, executive 
director of Citizens for 
Downtown, said change has been 
coming to Harrisonburg for a 
long time and JMU is a part of 
that change. 
"We are looking at ways to 
have a bigger and better 
relationship with JMU," she said. 
"We want to have a reciprocal 
relationship between the city, 
private business and JMU." 
Carrier said he would like to 
have more JMU staff members 
work downtown, and JMU is 
interested in purchasing a 
building for that purpose should 
the funds become available. 
Carrier also said he was 
interested in moving some 
Homecoming and Parents 
Weekend functions downtown, 
including special dinners. 
Harrisonburg needs to find 
ways to attract students to the 
downtown area. Carrier said. "It 
seems to me the uniqueness of 
downtown Harrisonburg and the 
uniqueness of students could 
result in some viable activity," he 
said. 
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Call us at: 
433-5151 
2061 Evelyn ByrdAve 
(Behind Valley Mall) 
Open llam-2am 
Serving some of the Finest in Soups, Salads, Burgers, 
Chicken, Seafood, Mexican, Steaks and 
GREAT BABY BACK RIBS 
Harrisonbuig's Authentic Seafood Raw Bar, Fresh Oysters, QamsJJhrimp Etc. 
MONDAY 
•FREE Happy Hour Food 5-7     • Food Specials under $1 During the Game. 
• Put your Q.B. skills to the test   • 1/2 Price 1/2 lb Burgers ALL Day! 
You call the plays on Mon. Night. 
ll'ESDAY     I5< IIUM-AI.O \VI\G VK.II I 
• FREE Steamship Round of Beef, Homemade Potato Salad, and more! 
• National Trivia Showdown - Compete against Pubs around the world. 
• A Shenandoah Valley Dart League Location 
WEDNESDAY 
• Areas BEST LADIES NIGHT! 
and Karaoke sing-a-long. 
• 100 Shrimp Night from 5 til close        • FREE Pig Roast 5-7 
IHIKSDAY 
Come Listen to the Acoustic Sounds of  •Join "sfor ** areas finest Peanut 
cu:~i„    a. c*.._.t Room all night long as well as FREE 
Shipley & Stacy! Mexican Pizza Bar rrom 5-7. 
IRIDAY 
TGIF • FREE Taco Bar from 5-7. • Top 40 Dance Night 
Tally's Taxi Free Delivery to your room     Call 433-RIBS 
NO FEE CHECKING 
The best deal in town 
Look at what our checking account has to offer: 
•no minimum balance 
•no monthly service charge 
•no per check charges 
•pays interest 
•ATM Card availability 
•Free ATM on campus 
Commonwealth One 
Federal Credit Union 
. the credit union on campus 
For more information on a credit union Checking Account, 
stop by the branch in Gibbons Hall or call 568-7828. 
Welcome to our salon — whether it's 
FULL SERVICE or our unique EXPRESS SERVICE 
we guarantee you'll be pleased... 
WE USE AND RECOMMEND 
y 







PRECISION CUT and DRY 
ir FULL 
0t\s   SERVICE 
Appointment suggested for TIME 
and personal STYLIST ... Precision 
haircut, shampoo, and dry ... M2.00 
HAIRCUT PLUS ... Detail styling ... 
Includes a round brush, curling iron or 
complete roller set... •S.OO 
HAIRCUT, SHAPE & STYLE 
omy $18.00 
other services available 
• PERM WAVES 
• HAIR COLOR (TINTS & HI-LITES) 
•CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPY 
ESSENTIALS   TOWN CENTER SCVA 22801 PHONE 433-2373 
Beside Harrisonburg 
Valley Mall 
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Local homeless efforts fight national crisis 
by Brian Tetro 
contributing writer 
Many people assume homelessness plagues only 
America's largest cities. However, Harrisonburg is not 
immune to this national problem and has in fact been 
faced with a growing number of homeless people in 
recent years. 
John Elledge, executive director of Mercy House, a 
homeless shelter in Harrisonburg, said, "It has been a 
serious problem since the mid '80s and has grown 
somewhat in recent years." 
Exact figures on the number of homeless people in 
Harrisonburg were not available, but Mercy House has 
been providing shelter for the homeless since 1987. 
"We approach it not as a housing problem but as a 
people problem where we deal with the individual," 
Elledge said. "We assist the individual and offer them the 
skills needed to live independently in society." 
Mercy House offers a rehabilitative program that 
works to secure jobs, education, child care and 
transportation for the homeless. 
Elledge said, "We're reversing the trend by not simply 
giving them money. We spread a message of trying to 
help the individual to become well in society through 
family values and a good work ethic." 
Harvey Yoder, pastor at Family's Hope Church in 
Harrisonburg and past member of the- Board of Mercy 
House, said he believes that homelessness has been 
alleviated through Mercy House and other organizations 
in the area. 
"There has definitely been an improvement in 
combating homelessness in Harrisonburg," he said. "The 
influx of inexpensive housing in the area allows many 
homeless the opportunity for housing at cheap rent." 
Despite the progressive policies of Mercy House, 
homelessness in Harrisonburg continues to be a problem. 
For Dick Randel, a formerly homeless person who 
helped found of Mercy House in 1987, the homeless 
organizations of Harrisonburg have not taken the proper 
methods needed to ensure a solution for the problem. 
"After the homeless go through the program at Mercy 
House, they are back on the street again. How is that 
helpful to their needsT* Randel said. 
Randel said he believes the organizers of homeless 
CRAIG NEWMAN 
Dean Hunsberger, director of client services at Mercy House, a homeless refuge In the Harrisonburg area. 
organizations are often not run by people attuned to the 
problem. 
"The people who run the homeless organizations in 
Harrisonburg are not homeless nor have they been 
homeless. How can these organizations be effective when 
they are run by people who cannot relate to the 
problem?" Randel said. 
According to June Dimick, mother of a Harrisonburg 
family who was recently successful in her battle against 
homelessness, "I have had experiences with people from 
both ends. While those that have experienced 
homelessness are often better at helping you, I still 
appreciate those without experience still trying to help." 
For Randel, life has been a constant upward struggle 
against poverty since he lost his job in 1984. Without 
friends or relatives to turn to for support, Randel 
aimlessly traveled the country searching for jobs and 
sustenance. Now, he is no longer homeless and is 
employed by Shenandoah Growers, a greenhouse 
company. 
"I went through many years of being homeless and I 
sympathize with these people," Randel said. 
Randel said he is disheartened that the growing 
national mood toward homelessness has been callous and 
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Madison Scholar delivers speech 
on effects of hate communication 
by Lisa Denny 
contributing writer 
Expanding on the adage about 
sticks and stones Dr. Roger A. 
Socnkscn, gave a lecture on Tue. 
9 on how words can hurt and 
how some universities have taken 
steps to curtail students from 
expressing certain feelings. 
Before the lecture began, 
Soenksen was honored for his 
achievements of being the 21sl 
recipient of the Madison Scholar 
Award and also for the 
Distinguished Teaching Award 
for his dedication to JMU since 
1976. 
Soenksen, professor of mass 
and human communication, 
began his Madison Scholar 
lecture Tuesday night by pointing 
out the harm that fighting words, 
can do. "Fighting words'* are 
words that inflict injury or incite 
an immediate breach of the 
peace. 
This Madison Scholar Lecture, 
presented in Anthony-Seeger 
Auditorium, focused on hate 
communication dating back from 
Supreme Court cases Cantwell 
vs. Connecticut in 1940 to 
R.A.V. vs. St 










[from        the 
lecture] 
thinking, and 
that is what the 
whole idea of 




after        the 
lecture. 
"Dr. Soenksen let us interpret 
our own beliefs by explaining 
and showing us the system. He 
was impartial, which let us use 
our minds to think about what he 
said," said Adam Pollil, a junior 
mass communication major. 






debate that will 
stir us to action. 
"He brings up 
interesting 
points that some 
aren't aware of. 
He puts a new 
light on them 
and lets us pick 






events team and 
a JMU human communication 
instructor. 
Soenksen encouraged having 
a "market place" of ideas — 
allowing people to pick and 
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SGA proposal calls for student I 
input on restructuring through x 
student advisory committees 
by Cristie Breen 
SGA reporter 
Dr. Roger Soenksen 
Students Will soon have a 
new medium to voice their 
opinions on restructuring 
issues, according to Student 
Government Association 
President Josh Pringle, who 
recently authored a proposal 
to create student restructuring 
advisory committees. 
The proposal States that 
each college of the university 
is to create a committee 
consisting of the dean and 
five to 10 students from that 
college. 
The purpose of the 
committees would be to 
discuss restructuring fears 
and problems in order to give 
faculty- and administration 
feedback concerning new 
proposals and policies. 
Pringle said he forwarded 
the proposal Monday to JMU 
President Ronald Carrier, 
who approved it that day: 
One student on each 
committee would be an SGA 
member appointed by the 
SGA Executive Council, 
Pringle said. He asked senate 
members to make a list of j 
nominations for the positions. 
"Deans will begin (pulling 
together  committees]   as   , 
quickly as they possibly can," 
Pringle said. 
Students will be notified 
through their colleges as to 
how they can get involved in 
the committees. Positions will 
be filled on a "first-come, 
first-serve basis," the 
proposal stated. 
Pringle said this a "perfect 
opportunity "for students to 
have a voice in the 
restructuring process. "Any 
student can have a spot on a 
student restructuring advisory ; 
committee," be said 
Also at the meeting: 
• Pringle read a memo from 
Carrier   that    announced 
SGA page 11 
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^JOUN 
LARGE ONE TOPPING PIZZA 
CARRY OUT ONLY! 
extra toppings only 930 + tax 
433-PAPA 
433-7272 
$4 98. + TAX 
702 E. Market St. Harrisonburg 
(Corner of Old Furnace Rd.) 













Yoir best 0gfe$e is 
knowing ihe facts. 
1-800-342-AIDS 
1-80CM562-HEU) 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND 
NORTH PADRE/MUSTANG ISLANOi 
F.L.O.R.I-D.A 
DAYTON A BEACH 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 







-8*0*U>T*H   CA-R-O-L-I-N-A 
HILTON HEAD ISLAND 
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW 
CALL TOLL FREE FOR FULL 
DETAILS AND COLOR BROCHURE! 
1*800*SUNCHASE 
3EARS FINANCIAL NETWORK 111 




An easy 10 
minute walk 
to campus. 
(No hills to climb 
or interstate to 
cross). 
CALL TODAY!     432-9502 
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL COUPON 
Reserve Your Space Today For The 94-95 Semester. 
Bring This Coupon With You When You Make Your 
Fall Reservations And You Will Be Guaranteed A 
Double Bed In Your Room! 
HURRY WHILE SUPPLIES LAST 
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World News 
Disney plans to build theme 
park in Prince William County 
Walt Disney Co. plans to build a 
new American history ibeme park and 
shopping complex on a rural site in 
Prince William County, congressional 
and business sources said Tuesday. 
The proposed site, known as the 
Waverley tract, is about 2,000 acres 
amid rolling hills. It is less than a mile 
north of Interstate 66 on Route 15 in 
western Prince William County. 
Disney spokesmen did not comment 
on their plans. A formal announcement 
is believed to be imminent 
This project would differ greatly 
from the theme parks in Anaheim, 
Calif., and Orlando, Fla. The Northern 
Virginia complex would have an 
American history and culture theme 
rather than a Mickey-and-Minnie 
focus, combining features of an 
amusement park and a shopping mall. 
Disney officials said the project 
would take four to five years to finish, 
creating 1,000 jobs. They said they 
investigated possible obstacles to the 
project based on environmental or 
historic preservation concerns but 
believed there were no problems. 
— LA. Tiroes/Washington Post 
newsservice 
N   E   W   S   F   I   L   E 
Husband denies raping wife 
before she severed his penis 
John Wayne Bobbin, telling his 
story for the first time in court 
testimony Tuesday, denied he raped his 
wife before she severed his penis. 
The 26-year-old ex-Marine spoke 
before a hushed courtroom about June 
23 when his wife severed his penis 
with a kitchen knife after he allegedly 
raped her in their Manassas apartment. 
Bobbin also denied showing his 
wife a handwritten list of other women 
that Prince William Commonwealth's 
Attorney Paul Bbert waved under the 
defendant's nose, saying it was a 
catalogue of women he had sex with. 
Bobbiu said the women were those he 
had known. Checks by some of the 
names indicated "women I was or 
wasn't compatible with," he said. 
In a brief reappearance on the stand, 
Lorena Bobbin, 24, said her husband 
tormented her by reading some of the 
names off the list when he raped her 
several days before she mutilated him. 
He denied both accusations. 
In three weeks, Lorena Bobbin has a 
trial on malicious wounding charges 
from the incident. The Bobbins, who 
filed for divorce, fee© up to 20 years m 
prison each if convicted. 
— LA. Thnes/WMhlngtori Pott 
newsservice 
MATT SCHWABEL 
Supreme Court rules psychological harm 
need not be proven in sexual harassment 
WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court 
ruled unanimously Tuesday that a woman 
who claims she was sexually harassed on 
the job need not prove she was 
psychologically injured to win money 
damages. The broadly written decision is 
likely to make it easier for employees to 
sue over sexual harassment. 
The decision gives juries and lower 
courts substantial leeway to decide that 
certain sexual advances, insults and other 
discriminatory conduct means harassment 
The court defined harassment as creating a 
work environment that a reasonable 
person would find "hostile or abusive." 
While "merely offensive" remarks are 
not prohibited, Justice Sandra Day 
O'Connor wrote for the court, federal law 
"comes into play before the harassing 
conduct leads to a nervous breakdown." 
Lower courts should consider the severity 
and frequency of the conduct and if it 
interferes with the person's work. 
"A discriminatorily abusive work 
environment, even one that does not 
seriously affect employees' psychological 
well-being, can and often will detract from 
employees' job performance" or force 
them to quit, she said in the court's first 
attempt to clarify sexual harassment since 
it ruled such conduct unlawful in 1986. 
Since then, sexual harassment has 
become an important topic, elevated in 
part by the 1991 Clarence Thomas 
hearings, the Navy Tailhook scandal and 
the recent Senate investigation into 
allegations against Sen. Bob Packwood 
(R-Ore.). The Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission reports that 
harassment charges have risen 
dramatically nationwide in recent years. 
Justice Antonin Scalia, in a concurring 
opinon, warned that O'Connor's "hostile 
or abusive" standard gives liule guidance 
to judges and juries who must decide if the 
conduct is harmful enough for monetary 
compensation. 
But Scalia said he could not think of 
belter language. Overall, the justices 
reached unanimity with unusual speed. 
The case was argued only a month ago. 
O'Connor wrote that lower courts must 
look at other areas in a sexual harassment 
case to decide if other factors arc present 
with frequency and severity: if it is 
physically threatening or humiliating and 
if it unreasonably interferes with a 
person's work. 
The case of Harris vs. Forklift Systems 
was brought by Teresa Harris, a rental 
manager at a Nashville trucking company, 
who alleged that sexually derogatory 
remarks by company president Charles 
Hardy forced her to quit. 
"You're a woman, what do you know?" 
Hardy often told Harris. "Let's go to the 
Holiday Inn to negotiate your raise," he 
joked. Hardy also asked the women to 
retrieve coins from his front pants pocket. 
Harris sued under the 1964 Civil Rights 
Act, which makes it illegal for an 
employer to discriminate based on sex. 
That law, the Supreme Court said in its 
1986 ruling, protects workers from 
discriminatory intimidation and ridicule. 
Harassment includes unwelcome sexual 
advances and requests for sexual favors. 
The Supreme Court remanded the case 
to be reconsidered under its new standard. 
— LA. Times/Washington Post news 
service 
Yeltsin unveils constitution in move from Soviet past 
MOSCOW — President Boris Yeltsin 
unveiled a new Russian constitution 
Tuesday that would establish an 
immensely powerful presidency at the 
expense of a relatively powerless 
parliament while enshrining private 
property and civil and human rights in a 
symbolic departure from the Soviet past 
The constitution, which will be put to 
the electorate in a nationwide referendum 
Dec. 12, would replace a document dating 
from the Communist era that has been 
ignored, amended hundreds of limes and 
lost all semblance of legitimacy. 
In a televised address Tuesday night, 
Yeltsin said the constitution would stand 
as a bulwark of stability, heading off any 
repetition of the power struggle thai 
threatened to start a civil war last month. 
He added that people, rather than 
ideology, class or nationality, would be 
the "supreme value" in the new charter. 
The charter allows for separation of the 
executive, legislative and judicial branches 
of power. It allows a two-chambered 
parliament, to be called the Federal 
Assembly, to register no-confidence votes 
against the government, and outlines a 
procedure for impeaching the president. 
Judges would serve for life. The Central 
Bank would be independent. There are 
many guarantees that Russia's 89 regions 
would have a say in governing themselves. 
The constitution allows the president to 
dissolve the legislature if it rejects his 
choice for prime minister three limes or if 
it shows no confidence in the government 
twice in three months. The procedure for 
impeaching the president is very complex. 
One of the biggest departures from 
Soviet rule is Article 34, "The right of 
private property is protected by law." 
Outer articles establish the right to strike 
and ban die state from using forced labor, 
as was the practice in Soviet prison camps. 
Social welfare is still not guaranteed, 
and there is a ban on organizations that 
aim to undermine the national security or 
foment social, religious or ethnic strife. 
— L.A. Times/Washington Post news 
service 
i 
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Come Experience Incredible Adventure 
• Skydiving • 
The Ultimate High! 
Call for information. 
SKYDIVE ORANGE (703) 942-3871 
COME JUMP WITH US! 
Same day first jump • U.S.P.A. Rated Staff • 
Static Line • Tandem • Accelerated FreeFall 
^MJ^>« Cinnamon Bear 
tt       Caterers 
Affordable Platters catered 
tojfdur specific Heeds. 
Elegant JP^rty Platters 
• Petite Puif Parries Jfiled with Chicken, 
Turkey or Crab Salad 
* ffish Fruit 
-^ Fresh Fruit flatter with a creamy 
chocolate ganacrie for dipping, 
—Skewered stirawKerries with M^ 
Yahilia§ugar 
♦ Four-Cheese Plate served with Apple & Pear 
Wedges 
♦ Assorted Cheese & Crackers 
• Vegltaljle Crudities With Dip 
* Phyllo Cups with Guacamole 
♦ Stuff ed Cherry Tomatoes 
• Assorted Party Traj^s 






to get a lot out of college, 
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Introducing the Great Apple Campus Deal. Now; when you buy any giwyouthekiiidsof|)rogramsyouneedrr»st.Pi^^ 
select Macintosh* or PowerBook'comrwter.ycju'U also receive seven your time and money. And some programs just for fun. So,whybuy 
software programs. Its all included in ore low r*ice. And the software anApple^mputer?tt does more. It costs less. Its that simple. 
package alone has a combinedSRP value of $596'It was designed to I M 
Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information. 
JMU Bookstore 
Warren Hall • 568-3989 
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Campus News 
VCU to offer credited classes over holidays 
Virginia Commonwealth University is offering Holiday 
Intersession courses as an opportunity for students to earn 
up to three undergraduate credits. Classes would meet 
from 9 a.m.-2 pjn. on Dec. 27-31 and Jan. 3-8 with a one- 
hour lunch break each day. 
Those not currently registered at VCU can register 
until the class begins, provided space remains in the class. 
Regular tuition rates would apply. 
A list of Holiday Intersession courses can be obtained 
by calling (804) 367-6751. For more information about 
registration, call Sue Monro at (804) 367-6751. 
POLICE     L OJ5 
NEWSFILE 
WMRA-FM to present show on fresh water 
as project of National Geographic and NPR 
Public radio WMRA-FM (90.7) will present a special 
look at the world's fresh water tilted "Water Thirsting for 
the Future," on Sunday, Nov. 14 at 4 p.m. 
The program is part of "Radio Expeditions," a joint 
project of the National Geographic Society and Nauonal 
Public Radio for the Fresh Water Initiative during 
National Geography Week, Nov. 14-20. They wUI report 
on the driest place on earth, on the Rio Grande, the 
country's most endangered river and on the Ogallala 
Aquifier, America's largest underground water reserve. 
They will report on Florida's Ginnie Springs, the Hoover 
Dam and solutions to urban water problems in San Diego. 
The goal is to increase awareness of the interconnected 
water system underneath this country. For details, call 
WMRAatx6221. 
Madison Marketing Association to present 
speakers on advertising, public relations 
Madison Marketing Association will present Margery 
Knows, chief execurive officer of APCO Associates and 
Valerie di Maria, executive vice president of the GCI 
Group, a subsidiary of Grey Advertising, on Monday, 
Nov. 15 at 5:30 p.m. in Zane Showker Hall, rm. 105. 
They will speak on careers and changes in advertising and 
the "do's and don't's" of public relations. 
Visiting scholar will discuss plantation 
culture, architecture, authority in lecture 
Visiting Scholar Dr. John Michael Vlach will focus on 
plantation culture on Thursday, Nov. 18 in Grafton- 
Stovall Theatre at 4 p.m. His presentation is titled, "Up in 
the Big House, Down in the Quarters: Landscape, 
Architecture and Authority in Plantation Culture." 
Vlach has wriucn eight books on subjects such as folk 
art. He studied at the University of Ghana and done field 
research in the U.S.,West Africa and the West Indies. 
The JMU Student Campaign to raise money 
for general United Way campaign effort 
On Friday, Nov. 11 and Saturday Nov. 12, from 9 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. in the Commons, the JMU Student Campaign 
will collect student donations for the 21 local United Way 
agencies that service the Harrisonburg area. The goal of 
the program is $500. The JMU Student Campaign is a 
collaborative effort among Alpha Phi Omega, Pi Kappa 
Alpha, Phi Chi Theta and the United Way of 
Harrisonburg and Rockingham County. 
Elevator renovation may be Inconvenience 
. In Warren Hall, the freight elevator has been out of 
service for about a month for renovations in order to meet 
safety standards. When the elevator goes back in service 
around Dec 1, both passenger elevators will be worked 
on. Tliey wffl be out of service until about mid-January. 
by Jonathan Rhudy 
police reporter 
Campus police report the blowing: 
Assault and Battery 
• A male student reported being assaulted by two unidentified 
white males near the rear ol Eagle Hall at 1 am Nov. 6. 
The student did not report the incident to poke until 3 p.m. Nov. 
7. The alleged assailants have not yet been identiied. 
Possession of Marijuana 
• Student Karen Kapler, 18, ot Woodbridge, was arrested and 
charged with possession ot marijuana in Eagle Hall at 8:28 p.m. 
Nov. 6. 
• Student Kirsten Schalmeyer, 18, ot Franklin Lakes, NJ, was 
arrested and charged with possession ol marijuana in Eagle Hall at 
8:28 p.m. Nov. 6. 
• A student was judicially charged tor a controlled substance 
violation in Eagle Hall at 828 p.m.Nov 6. 
Abduction and Missing Person Report 
• An alleged abduction and missing person report lied with JMU 
poke on Nov. 7 was later discovered to be unfounded. 
The separate incidents both allegedly involved students. JMU 
police worked with Harrisonburg. Fairfax and Staunton police to 
resolve the reports. 
Destruction of Public Property 
• An unidentified individual reportedlf set oil a dry chemical fire 
extinguisher in the Kappa Sigma tratemity house at 1:51 am Nov. 9. 
The extinguisher in turn caused a false fire alarm. 
Grand Larceny 
• Cash, checks and credit cards were reported stolen from three 
rooms in Ashby Hal on Oct. 18, Oct. 29 and Nov. 4. 
The reports were delayed. 
• A men's Diamond Back Sorranto brand mountain bike was 
reported stolen from Garber Hall between 11:10 p.m. Nov. 6 and 11 
a.m. Nov. 7. 
The bike reportedly was locked to a chain link tence. 
Petty Larceny " 
• A men's 18-speed Huffy Outlaw brand mountain b*e was reported 
stolen from McGraw-Long Hall between 11 p.m. Nov. 5 and 11:30 
p.m. Nov. 7. 
The gray bike has a 26-inch frame and is valued at $175. 
• An L.L. Bean book bag and its contents were reported stolen from 
Carrier Library at 3:45 p.m. Nov. 8. 
The victim later recovered her book bag minus $4 cash. All other 
items including credit cards, a driver's license, keys and computer 
disks were left intact. 
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 31: 51 
Number of parking tickets issued Irom Nov. 1-5:   654 
•  United Way fund raiser. Commons, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
• Field Hockey, NCAA Tournament, JMU vs. Old 
Dominion University, at Old Dominion, 1 p.m. 
• EARTH meeting, Harrison Hall Annex, rm. B-3, 
5-6:30 p.m. 
• Informational meeting for "The British Foundation 
of Modem Science" to discuss May session travel- 
study program in England, Miller Hall, rm. 224,7 p.m. 
.  CISAT seminar, "Creating an Awareness of Expert 
Systems in Organizations," Zanc Showker Hall, 
rm. 105,7-8:30 p.m. 
• University Graphics meeting, Duke Hall, rm. M- 
108,7 p.m. All majors welcome. 
• Planetarium program. Miller Hall, John C. Wells 
Planetarium, 7 and 8 p.m. Focus on seasonal night sky. 
• Pre-Vet Club meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 243, 
8 p.m 
Saturday 
United Way fund raiser, Commons, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
• 'Table talk" on meditation and conflict resolution, 
Wesley Foundation, 690 S. Mason SL, noon. 
Featuring Dr. Rex Fuller. All are welcome. 
• Physics Seminar, "High Pressure Alchemy: Physics 
and Chemistry at Ultra High Pressures," Miller Hall, 
rm. 109,3:15 p.m. 
• Math lecture, "Hilbert Bases and Grocbner Bases," 
Burruss Hall, rm. 141,4:30 p.m. Speaker is Professor 
Lin Tan of West Chester University. 
.  Women's Volleyball, JMU vs.Villanova, Temple 
Invitational, at Temple, 5 p.m. 
Sunday 
.  Women's soccer, ECAC Tournament semi-finals, at 
Rutgers, 11 a.m. 
•  Football, JMU vs. Villanova, at Villanova, 
1:30 p.m. 
• Wrestling, JMU Invitational, Godwin Gym, 
9 a.m. 
.  Public radio special presentation, "Water. Thirsting 
for the Future," WMRA-FM (90.7), 4 p.m. 
• Men's Soccer, NCAA Tournament First Round, 
JMU v. Loyola, at Loyola, 1 p.m. 
. Women's Soccer, ECAC Tournament Finals, 
in New Brunswick, N J., 1 pjn. 
J 
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To.'BENEFIT THE SUSAN & K/JMENJ E^EA-ST CANCER 
FOUNDATION. 
The Hunt BEGINS NOV. 21, 1993 
You and three fetow DETECTIVES must SEARCH for CLUES to lead you to the Ultimate TREASUREI 
Tr* exciting ADVENTURE full of DISCOVERIES wll take you to all comer, of the 'BURG. 
What Is the ultimate treasure? 
The opportunity to win 4 ROUND TRIP TICKETS and Accormxjdatlon for SPRING BREAK 
to Cancun. Key West or The Bahamasl 
Abo: PARTY at JM'S for a* participants. Free Food and Drink to celebrate 
A HUNT FOR THE CURE 
Other prizes Include: •JMUopory'. JMU sweatshirts, and Massanutten lift ticket*. 
Al proceeds benefit 
THE SUSAN G. KOMEN BREAST CANCER FOUNDATION. 
To START the HUNT cal: PARTY PERFECTS UNIVERSITY OUTPOST 432-0287 
or Connie at 568-7488 
REGISTRATION is S10 per person (4 people per team) and Includes a free T-shirt. 
Deadlne for registration is Nov. 15.1993 
BEPARTofTheHUNTI 
Wampler  
continued from page 3 
new furnishings. 
The only foreseeable problem 
lies with the exact date 
construction will be completed. 
"We're sort of at the mercy of 
Mother Nature and the 
construction company," Burkhart 
said. 
The Nielsen Construction 
Company has been building 
Wampler Hall since September 
1992. 
Project Director Thomas 
Moomaw said, "You can see 
changes daily if you walk 
through there. It's coming along 
fairly smoothly." 
According to Moomaw, the 
building is very close to 
completion. He said the roof is 
98-percent finished, the windows 
are complete and the plumbing 
fixtures are being installed. 
"I think it's going to be 
finished pretty quickly. I don't 
see much problem. I go through it 
every day," said Mike 
Blankenship of the JMU 
engineering and facilities 
management department. 
Senior Jeremy Starkey said, 
"The efficiency of this university 
is like the efficiency of the U.S. 
government. There's no way they 
can finish it in two months." 
Bansemer said, "If they work 
over Christmas, I think they can 
do it." 
Homeless 
continued from page 5 
indifferent. 
"In the '50s, someone came by 
and exchanged money to the 
needy through handshakes. These 
days, because of thievery, money 
is given through organizations," 
Randel said. 
Money is impersonally 
donated through organizations 
run by people removed from the 
grim realities of homelessness, 
Randel said. 
'Tor homeless people, it is 
essential for their recovery that 
they know that you care. It is 
important for them to hear from 
you that they are better than they 
think they are. 
"They need people to stop 
them, ask them how they are, and 
what do they need. Only then can 
they be on the road to recovery," 
he said. 
Randel stressed the power of 
individual efficacy. 
"Rather than donate money, go 
down to the shelter and ask if 
they would like a hamburger and 
someone to talk to. This takes 
more work, but it is a much more 
effective solution to the 
problem," Randel said. 
Randel's future plans center 
around his proposal for a 180- 
acre farm that offers shelter for 
confused, troubled people, 
where people can recover before 
they move back into society. 
SGA 
continued from page 5 
Carrier's support for the revised 
Freshman Seminar if there are 
enough professors willing to 
make firm commitments to teach 
the course during the next three 
years. 
"A three-year commitment is 
necessary to avoid the problems 
that we have encountered in the 
last three," Carrier wrote. 
He suggested that department 
heads provide benefits such as 
salary increases and favorable 
. promotions and tenure decisions 
in order to initially recruit 
professors. 
Pringle said he believes that 
student concern over the future of 
Freshman Seminar should no 
longer lay with the administration 
but with professors who choose 
not to teach the course. 
"I perceive that student 
problems now rest with faculty 
who may not want to teach the 
program," Pringle said. 
"Over 50 faculty members are 
wearing ribbons supporting the 
Freshman Seminar. ... We have 
faculty who are willing to support 
Freshman Seminar but are 
refusing to teach the course, for 
whatever their reason may be," 
Pringle said. 
• A bill was passed that calls for 
a semester-long energy 
awareness competition between 
residence halls to encourage 
students to conserve energy. 
The contest, being planned by 
JMU environmental coordinators, 
the JMU Energy Commission 
and the SGA buildings and 
grounds committee, will monitor 
the use of energy among different 
residence halls. 
Sen. Cathy Manderfield, 
buildings and grounds committee 
chair, said she hopes the 
competition will become an 
annual event. 
• SGA will host a speak-out on 
the commons Friday from 11 
a.m. to 2 p.m. Administrators 
and senators will be present to 
answer students' questions about 
restructuring issues. 
"The main point is more to 
inform students as to what's 
going on with restructuring," said 
Sen. Jen Mabe, chair of the 
communications and public 
relations committee. 
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Scholar  
continued from page 5 
choose the ideas with which they 
agree. "If I've learned one thing, 
I'm not going to dictate opinions 
and ideas on to students," 
Soenksen said. 
"I wanted to make people 
aware of what's happening - 
speech codes are an invasion of 
our constitutional rights," 
Soenksen said. 
"JMU does not have a speech 
code," Dr. Richard Whitman, 
dean of the college of Fine Arts 
and Communication, said. In 
responce to other schools speech 
codes he continued, "These 
contemporary conflicts of gave 
me insight about the nature of 
free speech and learn how to 
respect the diversity on this 
campus." 
The JMU student handbook 
does not include a speech code, 
but it does have some 
regulations. "Guidelines may 
include the time, place and 
duration of the demonstration or 
assembly and the maximum 
number of people who may 
participate," according the the 
1993-94 student handbook. 
The Madison Scholar lecture 
Series is presented twice a year 
by the professors honored by the 
award. Dr. John Fairfield is the 
Madison Scholar for Spring 
Semester 1994. 
Daily Specials at x GC  S 
Includes Dine In • Delivery & Carry Out    . 
434-3003 
Weekly Buffet Hours 
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Wed. Night 
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Opinion 
Holding our TV airwaves hostage 
Average college students have witnessed 200,000 
acts of violence and 40,000 murders by the time 
they are 18 — on television. 
College students today grew up with heroes 
like Rambo and the Terminator. They've seen people 
stabbed, blown up, shot down and maimed. Whether on 
the evening news or Saturday morning cartoons, the 
violence never seems to end. 
More recently, controversies about "Beavis and Butt- 
head" and the movie "The Program" have brought media 
violence to the public's attention once again. The 
opinions of most Americans is that there is too much 
violence on television. According to the National 
Coalition on Television Violence, up to 80 percent of 
Americans say there is too much violence. 
The debate is not over whether television is violent, but 
about who should determine what adults can watch. The 
opinion that adults can't make decisions about what they 
watch should be equated with views that adults should be 
told what "healthy" foods they should eat or what type of 
"quality" music they should listen to. Suggestions can be 
made and the facts about harm can be published, but the 
decision must be left to the individual. Anything else can 
turn to censorship and dictatorship. 
Daniel Schorr, the 23-year veteran reporter for CBS 
and six-year newsman for CNN, said the violence has 
become overwhelming. As one feat of death-defying 
heroics becomes old, another more horrifying product 
takes its place. The violence only escalates, but so does 
the entertainment, according to some viewers. 
'Television, celebrating violence, promotes violence. 
By rewarding terrorism, it encourages terrorism," he 
stated in a Sept..7, column for The Christian Science 
Monitor. He says, "There is absolutely no doubt that 
higher levels of viewing on television are correlated with 
increased acceptance of aggressive attitudes and increased 
aggressive behavior.'* 
The case of John Hinkley Jr., the man who attempted 
to assassinate President Ronald Reagan, is an example. 
After the shooting, Hinkley asked, "Was it on TV?" 
Hinkley may be an extreme example, but other people see 
the violence on television, and they also have something 
to say about it. 
President Bill Clinton told a Washington Post reporter 
that he is "mortified" by some of what is shown on 
television and that Hollywood should take the lead in 
"deglamorizing mindless sex and violence." 
Government has the right to regulate broadcast 
.communications because the airwaves are public domain. 
But do they have the right to censor what we see? If 
censorship of violence had been allowed in the 1960s, no 
one would have ever seen the reality of the Vietnam 
situation. 
True, there is too much violence on television, but who 
should decide what adults should be allowed to watch? 
The public should decide what public airwaves should 
carry. 
But reducing violence will occur if the demand for it 
disappears. Right now, gore sells. "Why does it sell? 
Because the public buys it. We all make violence 
profitable," Schorr concluded. 
U.S. Attorney General Janet Reno has suggested not 
buying products that advertise on violent programs. 
Perhaps. But as long as the demand remains, so will the 
supply. One person or one group of people shouldn't 
decide — or censor — what another group is allowed to 
watch. Children are an entirely different issue — moving 
a show to a time when fewer children are watching 
doesn't violate anyone's right to view. This should be the 
decision of a responsible media and public, not the 
government 
If a show is distasteful or too violent for your taste, you 
should make the decision. That's what the remote control 
is for. 
The house editorial is written by a member of the editorial 
board and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of 
individual staff members. 
Editorial Policy 
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A "time to grow up" dart to whoever created the 
"art" slandering our fine president. Dr. Carrier. This 
is in reference to all those "I'm not a crook" signs 
posted throughout Burruss Hall and the rest of 
campus. 
Sent in by a student who feels positive change is 
way past due. 
Pat... 
To JMU President Ronald Carrier for recognizing 
that Freshman Seminar "may offer our students and 
academic community an excellent course." Now it's 
time for the proponents of the seminar to walk the 
talk and respond to Carrier by finding faculty who 
are willing to make a commitment to the seminar. 
Dart... 
A "Don't Judge a Book By Its Cover" dart to 
whoever has nothing better to do with their time than 
criticize the cover of the JMU Phone Book. You use 
a phone book for the information inside, not for the 
picture on the cover. 
Sent in by the four people on the cover of the 
phone book. 
Pat... 
To Coach Tom Martin and the entire soccer team 
on winning the Colonial Athletic Association 
Tournament. We wish them them the best of luck in 
the NCAA Tournament! We are confident that they 
will do well because they have worked hard, and 
they have an excellent support group at JMU. 
Sent in by the men's basketball coaching staff. 
Dart... 
To whoever stole the Huffy "Outlaw" bicycle 
from the McGraw-Long stairwell last weekend. I 
still have the water bottle and little accessory packet 
that came with the bike (a birthday present from my 
parents), so please come by room 110 to get them. 
Sent in by a National Rifle Association member 
who is concerned about the decline of 
professionalism among scumbag thieves and who 
relishes the idea of a moving target. 
Pat. 
To Alpha Phi Omega for helping with child care 
during our latest foster care training. The children 
really enjoyed the time you spent with them. Your 
timely arrival and assistance in cleaning up 
afterwards greatly aided in the time we were able to 
give to the foster parent training. 
Sent in by Rockingham County Social Services. 
,:■<..,: 
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'The following open letter to President Carrier is the collaborative effort of a group of faculty who are not self- 
selecTectbu7wLsha\e the good fortune of having received recognition by our peers for our teaching andlor 
scMaTshi,Twedecked on this ciurse of action because like many of our colleagues we care deeply about the 
Universityland understand that we have the unique responsibility to protect as academic integrity. 
ST there is widespread faculty concern about the process of "restructuring" that is underway and a clear 
neeoTooffe \TconstrucZe\llerLuve Many members of our group would have preferred a l«*fM%^™r< 
7otg1alaZroach. However, the lack of faculty participation in the process to date, the fSSS^SSSut 
TheZZtration to engage in serious dialogue, and the headlong rush to impose arbitrary, soon-to-be-reached 
deadlines have forced us to conclude that there is no other viable alternative. 
Dear President Carrier: 
anTSural deficieSETin the ongoing process of "restructuring" James Madron Un.vers.ty to reassert the ume- 
ana Pr°ceauiai rr~'^~ .'. f h (x^i in act as the singular collective authority in matters concerning degree 
Sirtel"STSriSS aid^cadem c pro^s In no" other way can we fulfil, our obligation to maintain 
SmSdaSs SXI University ami provide our students with the educational opportuniues and guidance 
Sr^ed^rVe!Td desire. To that end, we endorse the following recommendations regarding Un.vers.ty 
governance: 
m That a non-votinR faculty member be elected by the full-time faculty to the Board of Visitors. Only in this way 
Jth'SeXoHMI?" uLbers and scholars be made known to the Board of Visitors. Faculty membersh.p on the 
SaKKarly crucial in decisions regarding program development and other academic concerns 
(^ThaTSe Faculty Senate be restructured to speak for the faculty, particularly m matters of academic concern. 
A rl«ar imoediment to the faculty's ability to fulfill its curricular responsibilities is the disproportionate 
rep^nuuW Sministration on die Council and Commissions established for this purpose. This Mrm 
Srera?a barrier to the careful consideration of academic program design mod.ficauon^nd even dissolution. 
Sfore, in^diuon to endorsing the above two recommendations, we make the following proposals: 
(1) That the President announce a moratorium on aU restructuring of James Madison University to enable thoughtful 
^TntL^pSS 
on Graduate Studies henceforth be determined according to the following plan: 
The President of the University shall appoint not more than ten (10) members to each of these governing 
h^e^ m P^d^t ma^Woint eitheTadministrators or students. Twelve (12) faculty members wjl be 
SectS to^d^Mrmiissron and the Council. No faculty member may serve on more than one of Uiese bodies 
51n7o^eTtection of faculty members to all three bodies will be by secret ^^^ cast by fulNtune 
fS only and administered by the restructured faculty Senate. A faculty member willbe eleoed to one 
n^ rerSlTthV^ear term. Once a faculty member has served her/his term. (s)he may be elected to one of 
the other governing bodies. 
The faculty of James Madison University must meet ^SS^ 
3SS3Es3SSSapgg53=a=aaassB 
request and expect a response in writing by Friday, 12 November 1995. 
Sincerely, 
Joan Frederick ' 
Distinguished Teaching Award Recipient 1991 
Roger Hall . . 
Distinguished Teaching Award Recipient 1985 
Cameron C. Nickels 
Madison Scholar Fall 1988 
Ben A. DeGraff 
Madison Scholar Spring 1989 
Mary Louise Loe 
Madison Scholar Spring 1993 
J. Barkley Rosser, Jr. 
Madison Scholar Fall 1991 
John Klippert 
Distinguished Teaching Award Recipient 1990 
Carter Lyons 
Madison Scholar Spring 1992 
Frank Gerome 
Madison Scholar Fall 1984 
Raymond A. Serway 
Madison Scholar Spring 1990 
Carol Knkbusch Noe . . 
DisUnguished Teaching Award Recipient 1989 
Gordon Fisher 
Madison Scholar Spring 1988 
Jerry Coulter 
Madison Scholar Spring 1986 
Andrew I. Kohen 
Distinguished Teaching Award Recipient 1986 
William Voige . . 
Distinguished Teaching Award Recipient 1988 
Vardaman R. Smith 
Distinguished Teaching Award Recipient 1993 
Caroline Marshall 
Madison Scholar Fall 1987 
Roger Soenksen 
Distinguished Teaching Award Recipient 1987 
Madison Scholar Fall 1993 
Philip James 
Distinguished Teaching Award Recipient 198J 
LeeCongdon 
Madison Scholar Fall 1985 
Philip F. Riley . . 
Distinguished Teaching Award Recipient 1982 
Madison Scholar Fall 1989 
Esther H. MioskorT 
Madison Scholar Fall 1992 
Proceed carefully CISAT students: 
your JMU career could be wasted 
To the editor: 
In a speech that JMU President Ronald Carrier 
recently read to the Faculty Senate, he said he wanted 
the faculty in the College of Integrated Science and 
Technology to have "the freedom to experiment, the 
freedom to fail and to try again, the freedom to 
innovate." If by chance these faculty fail, whose college 
careers will have been wasted? 
If you are blindly optimistic, you might reply, "Why 
look at the possibility of failure when the thrill of 
success seems to drive this Visionary, New, Dynamic, 
Innovative, Changing... curriculum." 
I would then be forced to remind you that the same 
people who are responsible for trying to hide your 
curriculum from the traditional approach to academic 
scrutiny are the same people who promised you a 
CISAT building by the start of the academic year. 
Where are you now? 
Let me share with you one view of a failure to 
understand how scientists perform experiments. Start 
with 24 students (1992-93 ilO class), and put ihcm 
through a Visionary, New, Dynamic, Innovative . 
curriculum. At the end of the year only three of these 
students might be willing to continue, but there is no 
second year curriculum for them. Most of us would 
probably consider this to have been both a learning 
experience and a failure. So, if we were to try to design 
another Visionary, New, Dynamic . . . curriculum, how 
many students would you propose we experiment with 
in the second attempt? You would have to do a lot of 
fast talking to convince most scientists that so much has 
been learned from the first experience that the sire of the 
"second trial class" should be increased by more than a 
factor of three. How many students are in the first year 
of the ISAT curriculum? Does this give you some idea 
about whether ISAT is being driven by scientists and 
educators as opposed to administrators? Is the mindless 
construction of buildings the real driving force for the 
existence of your major? 
You might respond that ISAT is such a Visionary, 
New . . . curriculum that traditional mathematics and 
scientists would not be up to the task of evaluating it, 
and would be threatened by it Do you realize that there 
are faculty in the traditional sciences who have probably 
published more peer-reviewed papers in national and 
international journals with JMU-undergrads as co- 
authors than the entire ISAT faculty has ever published 
with undergraduates? You might respond that the ISAT 
faculty is new and the curriculum is Visionary. Let me 
end this critical thinking exercise by sharing with you 
what Louis V. Gerstner. the new CEO of IBM, said on a 
related topic: "A vision is often what somebody turns to 
when it gets hard doing what's required — namely, 
good, solid blocking and tackling. Remember, the 
Wizard of Oz was a vision." 
It is your life. You make the decision, but be careful 
you aren't left with . . . when you could have graduated 
with a degree in any one of a large number of nationally 
recognized and/or certified undergraduate majors. 
J.J. Leary 
professor of chemistry 
What does 'restructuring' mean? 
Find out and speak out tomorrow 
To the editor: 
I am writing in regard to the recent developments 
concerning restructuring on this campus. Restructuring 
has become a catch word around JMU, yet I wonder how 
many of us really know what it truly involves. The 
Breeze writes articles about it. and the administration is 
constantly defending it. As a student and a Student 
Government Association senator, I welcome any 
opportunity for more information on such a complex 
subject.   
Tomorrow, the students of JMU will be given a 
chance to learn more about the restructuring process and 
to then voice their opinion. SGA will be sponsoring a 
Speak Out on the commons from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. This 
will include an information table, opinion polling, letter 
writing and an "open mike" from noon to 1 p.m. I 
strongly encourage students to attend this event and take 
responsibility for their education. 
*^ Jennifer Mate 
SGA Communications & Public Relations 
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Breeze perpetuated 'blatant racism' 
in the reporting of alleged assault 
To the editor 
This letter addresses the article concerning the alleged 
assault of a D-hall cashier in the Nov. 4 issue of The Breeze. 
We feel it is our duty and obligation to inform you of our 
disgust for the blatant racism perpetuated by the biased 
reporting of this incident. It is our understanding that all are 
considered innocent until proven guilty and that it is not the 
place of The Breeze nor the student population to deem itself 
judge, jury and executioner. 
The Breeze did not have all the facts of the incident, but 
still found it necessary to distort the situation to the point of 
absurdity. Firstly, the information was presented in a very 
biased manner. Are we to honestly believe that there is no 
other man, black or white, that fits Steve Wilson's 
description? Secondly, the allegations are not sufficiently 
substantiated in this article, unless you are assuming that we, 
as readers, do not have intelligence enough to find gaps in 
weak reporting. Without a photograph, how did the assistant 
manager locate the individual from second-hand 
information? How was the connection established to link the 
individuals that snuck into D-hall and the individuals that 
assaulted the cashier? Finally, The Breeze took Steve 
Wilson's statements and colored them to make him appear to 
be ignorant and to make it seem as if he resisted arrest when 
in actuality he was very cooperative. 
Unfortunately, the article fosters the image that this black 
man fits your stereotype of all black men — violent, 
uncontrollable and unlawful. In light of all this, we must 
wonder why this article was featured on the third page oM7if 
Breeze when assaults are usually reported in the Policelog^. 
. in small print... in the middle of the paper. Obviously, 
there was insufficient information for the incident to be such 
a large feature in the paper. In your misrepresentation and 
non-objective reporting of the facts, you have already placed 
the noose around Steve Wilson's neck and are merely 
looking for the appropriate tree from which to hang this 
black man. 
We are aware that many of you reading this, in your 
ignorance, will be inclined to believe that we are using our 
race, as you so eloquently put it, as a "crutch.'* However, 
there comes a time in all our lives that we must open our 
eyes to the reality of situations and not allow our racist 
tendencies to cloud our judgement. In conclusion, we believe 
that the Breeze reporter has violated this man, and needs to 




Verta Ayanna Maloney 
senior 
human communication 
Editor's Note: The race of the individual charged with 
assault and battery on Oct. 28 was not included in the police 
report. Neither the reporter nor the editors had any 






Stop spiritual harassment at JMU; 
let students question their beliefs 
To the editor: 
At the November meeting of Interfaith Campus 
Ministries, several of our members reported their students 
being harassed by members of other religious organizations. 
This harassment takes the form of being "targeted" by other 
groups for "conversion" ICM does not condone or tolerate 
this form of activity. Our constitution states that "ICM 
respects the rights of individual religious traditions and 
individual styles of ministry. It fosters spiritual values in a 
climate of open inquiry." 
There are more than 30 religious traditions represented at 
JMU. Part of the educational experience is learning about 
religion from a wide variety of perspectives. That education 
is thwarted when open discussion is tainted by fear and 
mistrust. 
Each student must make their own decisions about their 
faith journey. In order to make those decisions, each student 
should have access to open discussion about the traditions 
and beliefs of other students and faculty. Each student should 
have the freedom to question beliefs without fear of 
recrimination. Each student should have support from other 
students who share similar beliefs. Each student should have 
opportunities to practice those beliefs as long as that practice 
does not infringe on the rights of others. 
Unfortunately, those most often doing the harassing arc 
Christians. I have found no place in the Bible where there is 
even a suggestion that "non-believers" be intellectually, 
emotionally, spiritually, sometimes even physically 
assaulted. Instead there is clear teaching that we are to "love 
one another," (John 13:34) and be servants of all (Matthew 
20:28). 
Spiritual harassment is no less an affront than sexual or 
racial harassment. If there arc students who feel they are the 
victims of such abuse, I would encourage them to contact the 
campus minister of their own organization or the leader of 
the organization which the abusers represent. That will take 
some courage. 
Students may also file a complaint with Interfaith 
Campus Ministries. This can be done by writing or calling 
me at P.O. Box 7192 or 433-3501 
Rick Hill 
Coordinator, Interfaith Campus Ministries 
Presbyterian Campus Minister 
Joker's Pub Presents... 
Merl Sau riders And 
The Rain Forest Band 
Merl Saunders And The Rain Forest Band combine two 
distinctive musical styles with his classic high energy Rythym 
& Blues and his new chart topping release... "Blues From The 
Rainforest." 
Mefl Saunders - (Keyboard, Vocals) Best known for his 
collaborations with Jerry Gracia   , 
Michael Hinton - (Guitar, Vocals) Playing with Norton 
Buffalo & Mickey Hart's "High Noon." 
Michael Warren - (Bass, Synthesizer, Vocals) Performed 
with legendary Charles Brown 
Vince Littleton - (Drums, Percussion, Vocals) Newest 
Member 
Monday, November 15 
9 pm Show 
Tickets Available at Joker's and Town 
and Campus Records. 
It's Getting Cold 
And We Desperately Need 
Your Help!!!! 
Almost Heaven Habitat far 
Humanity Is a community run, 
non-profit, volunteer, ChrUtian 
housing ministry. Our goal is to 
eliminate poverty housing In 
Pendleton County, West Virginia 
anal to make decent shelter a 
matter of conscience and action. 
In 1993, because of support from 
folks like you, we were able to 
more three Pendleton County 
families into new Habitat homes, 
•adly, we have two more families 
who are waiting for their homes to 
be finished before they can move 
In... and It Is getting cold. We have 
already seen our first snowfall. 
Not only Is this time of year hard for 
families who are living In homes 
that do not have adequate heat and 
Insulation, It Is the hardest time of 
the year for Almost Heaven Habitat 
to raise money. Our work camp 
season la aver. If everyone reading 
due would share a few dollars, six 
more children will be able to 
celebrate Christmas in a warm, safe 
home. We cant do It without you. 
ITs that honest. It's that simple, it's 
that easy. ^ 
lax tat 
P.O.IsxM 
Qrckvilk, West Tbgrnis U9»< 
t(MQSe7-Mel 
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Referrals prescribe doctors for 
by Donna Ragsdale 
senior writer 
Choosing the First doctor listed in the yellow 
pages might not be the healthiest idea. 
But as students leave their hometowns and move 
into the real world, they also have to face real 
problems like illness and finding the best person to 
treat it. 
Becky Long, Rockingham Memorial Hospital's 
physician's support services director, said that 
finding a good physician should be an important 
step in getting settled in a new area — whether it is 
moving to college or moving to a new town after 
college. 
"The first thing you should do is sit down and 
figure out what you want in a physician," she said. 
Age, sex of physician, training and experience 
should be considerations, Long said. 
She also recommends making an appointments 
for a interviews with doctors to evaluate their 
bedside manners and personalities. Many doctors 
will accept such appointments free of charge. 
Rockingham Memorial Hospital and many 
hospitals around the nation offer free physician 
referral services. The one in Harrisonburg is called 
HealthSource, and it gels about 200 calls a month, 
according to Long. 
"[Referral services are] very popular," Long said. 
"I'd say that 80 percent of all hospitals have referral 
services. 
"The difference between this and the yellow 
pages is that it's more personal. You can ask 
questions, and all the information is in one place." 
HealthSource     provides 
information on the doctor's 
training, certification, years 
of experience, age and sex. 
Prospective patients who call 
are asked a series of questions 
and their responses entered into a 
database containing most of the 
physicians in the Shenandoah 
Valley. 
"We    can't    give     out 
opinions,"     Long     said. 
"Selecting a physician is a 
very personal choice. What 
I may like, you may not. I 
think most people rely on 
word of mouth, but I don't | 
think that's the best thing 
to do." 
Pat Chesshir, a nurse 
practitioner at  the JMU 
Health Center, agrees that 
many       people       select 
physicians based on word of 
mouth, and she said friends in 
the area or physicians can often 
offer helpful advice. 
"Once [students] get into one area, they should 
GRAHAM YOUNGBLOOO 
talk to friends and the people they work with and 
find out who they go to," Chesshir said. 
She adds that bedside manner can be an important 
factor in physician selection. 
"Some doctors can be very rough 
in their examination, not meaning 
to be," Chesshir said. "Some 
people don't mind, some 
do." 
Another       good 
source   for  finding   a 
doctor in a new town is 
from a previous physician. 
Long   said,   "If  you're 
moving away, you'd  be 
surprised   how  doctors 
network and how they 
know  physicians   in 
other cities." 
Looking for a 
doctor before illness 
occurs can also make a 
difference in the 
quality of care, Long 
said. 
"I think it is 
important to find a 
doctor when you're 
healthy, because 
when you're sick, 
you'll  go  to just 
In survey, JMU students rate as average alcohol cc 
by Stephanie Kriner 
staff writer 
JMU students are average. 
At least in the area of alcohol use, 
according to a recent statewide survey. 
Marcia Ball, assistant professor of health 
sciences, helped with JMU's portion of the 
survey on student alcohol use, said that when 
it comes to alcohol use, JMU students fall in 
the statistical mean. 
But Randy Haveson, JMU's substance 
abuse counselor, doesn't want JMU to be an 
average college campus. To bring about a 
transformation, he plans to change students' 
attitudes about alcohol. 
"It's so widely accepted that it's like a 
tradition now," Haveson said. "It's almost 
become one of the rites of passage, and I'd 
like to change that tradition.'' 
The survey of students from Virginia 
colleges, conducted by the Suite Council of 
Higher Education for Virginia, said that 77 
percent of the respondents drank within the 
30 days prior to participating in die survey. 
"Part of it is education, but another pan is 
embedding in people the responsible choices 
idea," he said. 
Haveson said dial with any problem, there 
is always more that can be done. 
Nancy Grembi, assistant director for health 
education said, "It's the culture, and I think 
what we need to do is change the culture." 
Ball said, JMU is working toward 
transforming this "culture" through education 
and enforcement 
But Grembi thinks that more can be done. 
"I think the university has to make a joint 
effort The efforts are very disjointed for 
alcohol education and judicial enforcement" 
In an April 1992 survey by the JMU 
Division of Student Affairs, responses 
concerning the negative effects of alcohol 
were consistent with the SCHE V survey. 
More than one-third of the 346 
respondents answered dial alcohol use had 
caused diem to regret their behavior, forget 
events, engage in indiscriminate sexual 
activity and feel guilty in general. 
' It's time to stop 
laughing at the falling- 
down drunk and realize 
that he has poisoned 
himself so much he 
can't even stand" 
Randy Haveson 
JMU alcohol abuse counselor 
Haveson said, "Its so sad when you just 
plan to go to a party and have a good time 
and wake up and realize an incident has 
happened that is going to scar you for the rest 
of your life. 
"It's time to slop laughing at the falling- 
down drunk and realize that he has poisoned 
himself so much he can't even stand," he 
said. 
However, most students know their 
drinking limits, junior health science major 
Lisa Bennett said. "You see a lot of people 
getting DIPs and alcohol poisoning, but it's 
not the majority of people." 
The SCHEV survey shows that binge 
drinking, defined as consuming five or more 
drinks at one time, causes the majority of 
problems for students. Ball said. 
But many students disagree that drinking 
five drinks is irresponsible. 
"I think it depends on the person," junior 
Daniel Guernsey said. "You know how much 
you can drink, and when you step over that 
line, it's binge drinking." 
Thirty percent of the students in the 
statewide survey reported binge drinking in 
the last 30 days. 
"People are making a lot of high-risk 
choices that can affect them for the rest of 
their lives," Grembi said, "and I don't think 
they realize it" 
But alcohol consumption doesn't have to 
be negative. Making responsible choices can 
make the experience positive, she added. 
"In their health decision making, they have 
to determine how much risk they want to 
lake," Grembi said. 
A lot of students arc making positive 
choices. More than 90 percent of 
respondents said they would try to dissuade a 
drunk friend from driving. 
At JMU, Sigma Chi fraternity has a 
program that endorses alcohol education. 
Through tight regulation at alcohol-related 
events and a dry rush as required by the Inter 
Fraternity Council, Sigma Chi tries to 
minimize problems involving alcohol. 
Haveson said he hopes that other 
fraternities will follow this example. 
IFC President Michael Waite said that IFC 
has also taken steps to control alcohol-related 
problems by holding fraternities 
accountable for regulating alcohol use i 
functions. 
Natural Highs, a JMU si 
organization, focuses on finding alter 
healthy activities dial do not include I 




I    about anyone," she said. 
Chesshir said other factors should also prompt 
t    students to look for a physician. 
"Right now, a lot of doctors don't accept new 
i patients," she said. "But when you need a doctor, 
5     you need a doctor." 
;        She says many doctors have waiting lists or 
:     insurance restrictions. Health Center Associate 
Director Linda Bowman also advises that students 
I     consider their expectations and limitations before 
i     beginning a physician search. 
i        "[Insurance] may be a factor as students look for 
jobs, what kind of insurance coverage companies 
provide," Bowman said. 
;        Chesshir agrees, "The student needs to be fully 
>     aware of their health coverage and its provisions 
i     and limitations. That's definitely a factor in costs, 
i     There's no harm done in calling to find out the 
cost." 
I Some corporate policies require visiting a 
»     "primary physician" who then refers ihc patient to a 
i     specialist, instead of the patient choosing. Also, 
some physicians will not lake patients who do 
;     not have health insurance. 
"Even though health insurance is 
!     expensive, it's a lot less expensive than 
i     a couple days in the hospital," 
:     Chesshir said, 
s "You can't afford to be without 
health insurance. That should be a 
i      priority in a student's budget. 
jonsumers 
ities more 
use at their 
I student 
alternative, 
ude the use 
of alcohol. 
"Right now, the way I see it, 
we  have over 11,000 members in 
Natural Highs. They just don't know it yet 
We want the entire campus involved,"   said 
Haveson, a founding member of the group. 
Health Center prepares for 
the start of the flu season 
by Karen McLaughlin 
stqffwriter 
Gezundheit — a popular word at die JMU Health 
Center — can often be heard as students fill the waiting 
room hoping to find relief for their ailments. 
Although the Health Center has not yet been hit with 
a large increase in the number of flu cases, director 
Donna Harper said that the center will be ready to 
provide services if the epidemic affects students on 
campus. 
"If we get hit with an increase, it will be the end of 
January or February,*' which is typically the case since 
students return to school after having been exposed to 
viruses at home. Harper said. 
She said that the Center for Disease Control and the 
Public Health Center, which monitor the trends of the 
flu, have predicted a high number of cases this year. 
She said that the flu is not completely predictable 
and "is very similar to the weather. It is not a given." 
If the campus is affected by the epidemic, the Health 
Center has a mechanism in which they can serve 
students efficiently, she said. 
By using a questionnaire to describe 
the symptoms they are experiencing, when 
students come to die Health Center they can 
be treated quickly. A nurse will read this 
over before talking to the student, so that 
she can advise students the first time she 
sees them. 
Harper said that advice to students 
flow of bear begin*. 
HCKO0VANEU.0 
MELISSA CAMPBELL 
To receive cam at the Health Center, senior 
international business major Kristina Olson, has to 
complete forms to be admitted. 
who are suffering from the flu symptoms "depends on 
what type of flu we are seeing." Because different 
strains of flu exist, she recommends that students come 
to the Health Center when they first feel the effects of 
the illness weakening their systems. 
The Health Center will generally provide students 
with over-the-counter medication for viral infections. 
She said it is also very important to get proper rest "so 
the body can do what it needs to do to get rid of the 
virus." 
Also, the Health Center operates a self-care clinic in 
which students can get nonprescription medication 
when they fill out a questionnaire describing their 
symptoms. This service doesn't require a lengthy wait 
or a doctor's examination. 
Senior Alex Leikus English major said, "It is pretty 
good if you don't feel like seeing a doctor. It's quick." 
Harper said that depending on the type of flu and the 
severity of the case, a student may be given a shot if 
seen within the first 24 hours of the onset of flu. For this 
reason, students should visit the Health Center when 
they first notice flu symptoms, she said. 
At school, it is is easy for students to let their health 
slip, she said. The body has the best chance of fighting 
off the flu when students make sure they receive proper 
rest, cat appropriately and pay attention to their body's 
system. 
Students visiting the Health Center have noticed that 
the they are not the only ones who are sick. 
"All my friends are sick," McKay said 
Di Marco said, "When one of my friends gets sick, we 
all get sick. You can't get away from it." 
Many students said they have encountered a full 
wailing room on their recent visits to the Health Center. 
"I came in here two weeks ago. The waiting room 
here was full. The lady told me it would be a two-hour 
wail and so that kind of ticked me off," freshman 
political science major Jeff McKay said. 
Freshman mass communication Lianne DiMarco 
said, "Last time I was here, I guess it did take a really 
long time for them to see me because a lot of people 
were sick. Last lime I was sick was when everybody 
else was sick, too." 
Freshman Pete Haggarty mass communication major 
said that being sick at school is worse than being sick 
at home since it is impossible to take a few days off to 
recover. 
"You are constantly with the people who are sick, so 
it is hard to recover and it is harder to prevent getting 
it," he said. "It's just like that everybody seems to be in 
such close quarters. It seems to spread really, really 
quick." 
After hearing the prediction for the upcoming 
months, the Health Center administrators decided to 
make flu shots available on campus last week. Harper 
said that while students are not necessarily at prime 
risk, they are within close proximity of many who could 
be exposed to the flu. 
"We felt pretty good about the response," Harper 
said. 
Students wailing to be treated in die Health Center 
said they would consider getting the flu shot in the 
future. 
"It's only five bucks," Leikus said. "It can't hurt, you 
know, can it? I think it would be good to get." 
McKay said, "I am considering it Anything that is 
going to prevent me from getting the flu, I'll do." 
The Health Center is open Monday - Friday 8 am. - 
8 p.m., and Saturday and Sunday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
_—^, 
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Style 
'Street Scene' hits pavement with style 
by Jim Heffernan 
stqffwriter 
The words "opening night" have been 
known to put a lump in the throat and 
butterflies in the stomach of many 
performers. The demands of student opera 
can be especially stressful and First-night 
jitters can sometimes detract from the 
overall performance. 
But this was not the case with "Street 
Scene," which debuted Tuesday night and 
runs through Sunday afternoon in Latimer- 
Shacffer Theatre. 
"Street Scene" is based on the 1929 
Pulitzer Prize-winning play by Elmer 
Rice. Rice would later collaborate with 
musician Kurt Weill and lyricist Langston 
Hughes to produce an opera version of the 
Play-     __  
REVIEW 
All of the action from the opera's two 
acts takes place outside a New York City 
apartment building in the 1930s. Complete 
with street lamps, alleyways, trash cans 
and clotheslines, the set is brilliantly 
reproduced by a strong staff of JMU 
faculty and students. 
In addition, designer Paul Reinhardt 
provides costumes that accurately portray 
those of the Great Depression. 
"It's kind of like a lab," director and 
JMU theatre professor Tom King said. 
"Students were able to work on the set 
under the supervision of faculty." 
The production staff of "Street Scene" 
is fortified by a cast of JMU students 
from the department of theatre and dance 
and the department of music. 
Strong performances are turned in by 
the sassy, street-smart gossip Mrs. Jones, 
played by senior Tracey Lee, and the 
beautiful and innocent Rose Maurrant, 
played by junior Sarah Allen. The plot 
centers around Rose's dreams of escaping 
her troubled family and neighborhood 
with Sam Kaplan, played by sophomore 
ERICA BLEEG 
Mrs. Maurrant, played by Sarah Allen, talks to Mrs. Jones, played by Tracey Lee, about how hot the weather is this 
season. 'Street Scenes,' currently playing in Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre, depicts life in New York City during the 1930s. 
Richard Guinto. These dreams become a 
bitter reality, however, with the untimely 
death of Rose's mother. 
Comic relief is provided by ice cream 
man Lippo Fiorentino, played by Jim 
Sluder, whose appearance in the first act 
sparks a song and dance that includes a 
can-can dance. The lyrics speak of the 
magical power of ice cream on a hot 
summer's day establishing one of the most 
entertaining scenes in the opera. 
A large cast of children add 
significantly to the opera's charm, 
providing not only mischief but also a 
sense of hope for the future. 
Despite a few minor problems with 
tuning and overshadowing of singers, the 
JMU Chamber Orchestra admirably 
handled a difficult score that included 
many different styles. Conductor Robert 
McCashin did a fine job of holding things 
together. Overall, the opening night of 
Little Grill opens stage 
Poets take time to share 
"Street Scene" laid down a solid 
framework for the remaining 
performances. The cast and musicians 
were able to sand a few rough edges and 
deliver a truly entertaining performance. 
The opera offers something for everyone, 
combining social issues with music, 
comedy and romance. It is a must-see. 
Street Scene runs at 8 p.m., Nov. 9-13. 
and 2 p.m., Nov. 14, in Latimer-Shaeffer 
Theatre. 
I 
Walking into The Little Grill 
on open-mike night is like taking 
a step back in time. 
The checkered floor and the 
smoky air, combined with people 
stirring their coffee and tea in 
dark booths is reminiscent of late 
*50s-style poetry readings. The 
atmosphere defines the event, but 
the event also defines the 
atmosphere. 
"It seems like a natural place 
to read," said Robin McNallie, 
the faculty adviser for Acoustic 
Poetry Experience, an 
organization in the English 
department 
Perhaps this natural tendency 
is what draws people to the 
poetry readings every Thursday 
night. It's then that the Grill's 
owner Ron Copeland, a JMU 
graduate, opens up his stage to 
anyone who wants to read poetry. 
There is no pressure to be good, 
only to get up and read to those 
who want to listen. 
"Creativity and The Little Grill 
go hand in hand," Robert St. 
Ours, a worker at the Grill, said. 
"It's a very happening kind of 
place." 
Ron Gibson, the emcee for the 
evening, starts of the reading 
with his original works. He 
indicates the end of a poem with 
the simple words, "All right" 
Gibson then turns over the 
microphone to a handful of 
people — some students from 
JMU, some workers at the Grill, 
and some locals. 
Their poetry ranges from the 
simple to the complex, from the 
heartfelt to die humorous. For the 
most part, the poetry is original, 
and even more often, the 
audience is receptive. 
"Anybody who writes who has 
a chance at the Grill and doesn't 
take it is kind of silly," senior 
Angie Blake said. 
She said that because the 
environment is so non- 
threatening,  the Grill is an 
GRILL page 21 
New album exposes 
obscenities to the ears 
by Tim Schmidt 
contributing writer  
Sitting on a bicycle without a seat or the smell of vomit 
on a Saturday morning can be likened to II Nazty's new 
album "Indecent Exposure." 
REVIEW 
If you have experienced either of these sensations, 
you've already felt the way you will in listening to "Indecent 
Exposure" It makes the listener feel the same way — sick.    .,, 
The group responsible, II Naziy, is made up of Brother 
Marquis and DJ Toomp, formerly of 2 Live Crew. 
^Together they've put out an album that's deserves 
virtually no credit. It not only lacks artistic merit, but it also 
NAZTY page 21 
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continued from page 19   . 
opportunity few poets can pass up. "It's 
just like going to someone's house." 
Junior Meredith Walters agreed. "It's a 
non-critical forum for poetry," she said. 
The idea of the poetry readings is 
nothing new. It started a few years ago 
with the inception of JMU's Acoustic 
Poetry Experience. The readings went 
strong for a while but then started to die 
ERtCABLEEG 
Ken Gibson starts off the readings by 
sharing a few of his own writings. 
off. Eventually, Copeland decided to let 
the readings just die off. 
Last May, St. Ours decided to 
resuscitate open-mike night. Since then, 
it's been going strong. 
The Grill encourages everyone to come 
out and enjoy the festivities. Open-mike 
night isn't limited to members of APE 
(although they still read), but is open to 
the public. Some people even write their 
poetry on napkins just a few minutes 
before they take the stage. 
"We pack the place now on most 
nights," St Ours said. 
He added that usually the Thursday 
night readings bring out between 20 and 
30 people, and on good nights, as many as 
40 people may come out. 
About one-third of the people will take 
the stage and read their work. The rest of 
the crowd sits back and absorbs the 
atmosphere. 
Copeland is happy that interest in 
poetry readings has increased. "It's a 
tradition. The Little Grill has always had 
open poetry," he said. "I wanted to bring it 
back. It's something that's a lot of fun." 
Reasons for the successful turnout are 
varied, but people consistently attribute it 
to the laid-back atmosphere. 
"We always stress that you can do 
anything on the mike," St. Ours said. 
The non-judgmental atmosphere of the 
Grill also encourages poets to return and 
read more of their work. It's almost as 
though a special bond between the poet 
and the audience takes place, while at the 
same time the value of sharing with others 
is appealing. 
'There's a concern there that's non- 
ERKABLEEG 
Local Niobi Caldwell takes part in The Little Grill's open-mike poetry reading. 
academic," Walters said. "They really 
appreciate that you're sharing something 
with them." 
Junior Bob Krut agreed. "There's a 
value of sharing with other people." 
Having the opportunity to read in front 
of an audience, too, allows the poet to 
understand the poem better. "Sometimes, 
you get closer to what you've written 
[when reading aloud]," Krut said. 
The crowd is usually made up of a 
combination of local high school and JMU 
students. This fall, there has been an 
increased interest by both groups, 
according to St. Ours. 
"People just enjoy sharing what they've 
put down on paper," St. Ours said. "There 
are no holds barred." 
Story by Anne Marriott 
and Patrick Blanchard 
k 
art 
• JMU Art Faculty Exhibition, Nov. 2-21, Sawhill Gallery. 
> "Installation by Heather Carbonneau," Nov. 1-11, The Other 
Gallery, Zirkle House. 
> "Prinrmaking by John Harrison and Kayte Mewbom," Nov. 1-11, 
Artworks Gallery, Zirkle House. 
' "Art Auction and Exhibition," Nov. 15-17, Zirkle House. 
> "Graduate Student Group Exhibition," Nov. 18-23, Artworks and 
The Other Gallery. 
theatre 
' "Street Scene," 8 p.m. Nov. 9-13, and 2 p.m. Nov. 14, Latimer- 
Shaeffer Theatre. 
» "Restless," 8 p.m., Nov. 12-13, Theatre II. 
• "Lloyd's Prayer," 8 p.m., Nov. 17-21, and 2 p.m. Nov. 20-21, 
Theatre n. 
music 
"The Little Mermaid," 7 p.m., Nov. 12, Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
Percussion Ensemble, 8 p.m., Nov. 15, Music Building, rfrl. 108. 
JMU Orchestra, 8 p.m., Nov. 16, Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
JMU Chorus, 8 p.m., Nov. 17, Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
dance 
"Yellow River," Li Chiao-Ping, 8 p.m., Nov. 19-20, Godwin Hall, studio 
355. 
Nazty  
continued from page 19 
offers no originality. 
The album's main theme seems to be 
Marquis and Toomp describing their 
genitalia and how women of all races 
desire them. Marquis even goes so far as 
to say that both women and dogs look at 
his pants when he enters a room. 
The sound of the album is varied. From 
harmonized chorus lines describing sex 
and violence to mixed-up drums and 
whistles, the sound is unique. The album 
also supplies a strong, driving beat 
through most of the songs. 
Behind the pulsating music, in the 
background, the lyrics leave more to be 
desired. Sexual acts are constantly 
described in great detail. Standard, anal 
and oral intercourse are all subjects 
covered in every song. 
The album features two instrumentals 
of questionable taste. Along with the 
musical accompaniment, women moan. 
COURTESY OF GM DAVIS 
II Nazty's album indecent Exposure' 
lives up to its name. Pictured am 
Brother Marquis and DJ. Toomp. (l-r) 
sigh and shout out in ecstasy as if 
engaging in sex. 
The album boasts such titles as "Do Em 
Dirty," "Pussy Whipped," "Sex Fiend," 
"Be My Bitch" and "Everybody Say Hoe." 
Themes such as love and marriage are 
belittled throughout the album. In the song 
"I can't Say I Love You," the rappers 
claim they need to find sex outside o'f 
marriage because their wives aren't good 
enough. 
The song is presented as a twisted 
parody of a love song, and it features a 
female back-up vocalist. 
The woman answers Marquis' abuse 
with, "Please don't go boy. Please stay 
with me. Don't you ever take your love 
away from me." It's surprising that a 
woman would degrade herself by singing 
these lines. 
The most amusing song on the album 
would have to be "Mr. Big Dick." The 
sexual organ is described not only to be 
large but also to have three sixes tattooed 
on the side. 
The owner of Mr. Big Dick never takes 
his shoes off during sex since he usually 
has to run. 
The repetition of this song is vaguely 
reminiscent of T.S. Eliot's poem "The 
Lovesong of J. Alfred Prufrock," a story 
about sex and love, except that this has no 
artistic merit. 
This album is a joke. The album is 
definitely'riot for the faint of "heart or fbr 
those who feel women are good for more 
than sex. 
Indecent Exposure should never have 
been exposed — it should have been 
destroyed. 
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• No Medical Fees 
• No Lab Fees 
• Our program of 
convenience 
• One to one 
counseling 
Free Consultation 
Join with a 
friend and 
save 20% 
2035 E. Market St, 
432-1212 
Win a free 
full-page ad in 
The Breeze and 
help 
a local charity. 
The Breeze will raffle off a full-page ad, with all 
proceeds donated to Mercy House in Harrisonhurg. 
Raffle tickets are only $10 each for an advertisement 
valued at more than $200! To get a ticket, call us at 
x6127. We will draw the winner on Nov. 30 and the ad 
will appear in the Dec. 6 edition. Any university 
recognized group or local business may buy a ticket. 
All ads are subject to approval by The Breeze advertising 
committee. 
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Sports 
GOING TO THE SHOW 
Men's soccer hits the road for first round 
meeting with Loyola in NCAA Tournament 
by Mike Wissot 
staff-writer 
Artificial turf, cold weather and a 
hostile opposing crowd are not ideal 
conditions for a soccer game. But the 
sixth-ranked Dukes will attempt to 
overcome the unfavorable odds when they 
battle 16lh-ranked Loyola (Md.) in a first- 
round matchup of the NCAA Tournament 
at Curley Field on Sunday at 1 p.m. 
The Dukes, 19-1-1 overall and 10-0 in 
the CAA, are making their second 
consecutive appearance in the NCAA 
Tournament. JMU fell to Duke 3-0 at 
Durham, N.C. last year. 
"Obviously, we're a little disappointed 
about not receiving a home game," head 
coach Tom Martin said. "But we have to 
channel any anxiety or frustration into a 
positive way and make the best of ft." 
The Dukes will play on artificial turf 
for the first time this season. They'll have 
to keep an eye on sophomore midfielder 
Kaarlo Kankkunen and junior forward 
Brent Bennett, who are both suffering 
from hamstring injuries. 
"We're going into this game with a 
positive attitude," Bennett said. "Our main 
focus right now is to get healthy. 
"The first IS minutes of the game will 
be tough for us," he added. "We want to 
push hard and get the intensity early on." 
Sophomore midfielder Nathan Fairchild 
was named to the Soccer America Team of 
the Week for containing three all- 
conference players in the CAA 
Tournament. 
"Nate played an excellent tournament 
for us," Martin said. "He's the unsung 
hero of this team and deserves a lot of 
credit for doing all the dirty work." 
Junior forward Chad Wilkinson has 
come on strong late in the season. He 
enters the tournament with 16 points, 
including four game-winning goals in the 
last 11 games. 
"Chad has had a superb second half," 
Bennett said. "He knows how to get in the 
right place at the. right time. 
There's no doubt mat he's the 
hardest worker that we have 
on the forward line." 
Martin said that the Dukes 
need to focus on continuing to 
play their strengths. 
"This is not the time to 
make any  big changes," 
Martin said. "We need a fast 
start and adapt quickly so wc 
can play with that confidence. 
But that's a quality that we've 
done all season." 
Junior goalkeeper Brian 
Bailey, ranked eighth in the 
nation with a 0.61 goals- 
against average, leads a JMU 
defense that picked up three consecutive 
shutouts to bring the Dukes a CAA 
championship. 
GAME PREVIEW: 
JMU vs. LOYOLA 
LOYOLA AT A GLANCE: 
Record: 18-2-1 
CONFERENCE: Metro Atlantic 
LOCATION: Baltimore 
GAME TIME: 1 p.m. 
GAME DATA: Two buses with 47 
seats each will be leaving JMU for the 
game at 9 a.m. on Sunday. Students 
may ride for free, but the cost to get 
into the game is $3. Sign-up is at the 
information desk at the Campus 
Center, and is first-come, first-serve. 
A third bus may be provided if 
enough interest is shown. 
• The Greyhound field is an artificial 
turf with 2,200 permanent seats, and 
800 seats which can be added. 
NCAA. 
DIVISION I MEN'S 
Loyola (18-2-1) is undefeated at home this 
season with an 11-0-1 mark. 
The Greyhounds are led by sophomore 
midfielder Marc Harrison, who has scored 
12 goals along with five assists. 
The Dukes will also contend with the 
Greyhound defense, highlighting junior 
Zach Thorton, the top goalkeeper in the 
nation with a 0.36 goals- 
against average. Loyola 
has allowed only seven 
goals this season and 
shut out 16 opponents. 
"We're not intimidated 
by their goalkeeper," 
Bennett said. "Anyone 
can be scored on, and 
we're the team to do it." 
Loyola has faced three 
CAA teams this year, 
downing both ODU and 
W & M 1-0 while 
falling to GMU 2-1. 
"If    it's     typical 
Baltimore soccer, it's 
going to be    rough, 
tough and fast-paced," Bennett said. 
"But we plan to come out of it 
victorious. 
Field hockey hopes fourth time proves to 
be a charm against champion Monarchs 
by Craig Landis 
staff writer 
For those who haven't heard, men's 
soccer isn't the only JMU team playing for 
a national championship. 
For the first time in JMU history, the 
field hockey team has made it to the 
NCAA tournament. 
The Dukes received an at-largc bid after 
posting a 17-5 record against one of the 
nation's toughest schedules and will play 
their first-round game against Old 
Dominion at Norfolk on Thursday at 1 
p.m.. 
Head coach Christy Morgan said she 
isn't surprised with the Dukes' national 
tournament bid, and the team got mere the 
old-fashioned way: They earned it 
"It's not surprising as hard as they 
worked," she said. "We expected more of 
ourselves than I guess other people did." 
JMU missed their opportunity at an 
automatic bid this past weekend at the 
Colonial Athletic Association tournament, 
losing 2-1 in the championship game to 
three-time defending national champion 
Old Dominion. 
Morgan is undaunted by the three 
previous losses to the Monarchs, all by 
one goal, including one loss in double 
overtime. 
"We're pretty happy that we get the 
opportunity to do it again," Morgan said. 
"Whoever we played, I think the kids are 
so psyched to get in the tournament that 
their emotion and their attitude is going to 
carry them a long way." 
The team is equally confident 
"We can beat them," senior midfielder 
Leslie Nason said. "We have the 
personnel, and person-for-person, we're a 
stronger team." 
"I think we have an edge on them," 
senior forward Carol Hilliard said. "I think 
they're scared, but at the same time, they 
think they're going to win." 
Morgan, who this week was named 
CAA Coach of the Year after just her third 
year at JMU, has .__—____—_^^___<____ 
implemented some    a 
adjustments after    / think the kids are so 
Sunday s loss. 
•werechanging psyched. Their emotion 
a couple things to \   * 
generate more of an   is £01/1? tO Carry them a 
attack."    Morcan ° ° / 
JMU VS. ODU 
HEAD-TO-HEAD 
The Dukes have met up with ODU, 
the three-time defending national 
champion, three times this season. 
Here's what happened: 
DATE: Sept. 11 
LOCATION: ODU 
WINNER: ODU, 3-2 
DATE: Sept. 12 
LOCATION: ODU 
WINNER: ODU, 3-2 (2 OT) 
DATE: Nov. 7 
LOCATION: CAA Championship, 
William sburg 
WINNER: ODU, 2-1 
RECORDS: JMU 17-5, ODU 17-3-2 
long way. 
yy , g  
said. 
In   additon   to 
having the Coach of 
the Year, several 
players have also —-—————— 
earned recognition. 
Freshman Carole Thalc, who has set 
three JMU scoring records this season, 
was named CAA Rookie of the Year as 
well as Player of the Year. 
Thate and Nason were named to the all- 
conference first team. Senior forward 
Eileen Arnaldo, sophomore  defender 
Renee Ranere, sophomore goalie Jen 
Ruggiero and sophomore forward Jennifer 
Wilds were named to the all-conference 
second team. 
Ruggiero, who missed the last game of 
the regular- season game due to injury, 
has returned to form, recording two 
shutouts in the CAA tournament. 
"We should be 




we know we can 
play with any of the 
teams that are in the 
tournament. 
"We've come 
so far since last 
year,"    Ruggiero 
Christy Morgan 
field hockey coach 
—— said, "but with 
Thursday being our fourth opportunity to 
play Old Dominion, wc know wc can beat 
them. It would be disappointing coming 
home with another loss." 
The winner between the No. 8 
Monarchs and the No. 9 Dukes will play 
Nov. 14 at UNC-Chapel Hill in the 
quarterfinals. 
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Study: Most college athletes favor HIV testing 
NCAA already working to minimize risk of transmission during competition 
by Nicole Motley 
senior writer 
The AIDS scare sweeping the 
nation has prompted researchers 
at Michigan Stale University to 
raise questions concerning HIV 
testing of college athletes. 
In a study funded by the 
NCAA, the majority of college 
athletes surveyed across the 
country agreed that athletes 
should be tested before 
competing in contact and non- 
contact sports. Athletes testing 
positive for the virus should be 
barred from competition, those 
surveyed said. 
The survey included responses 
from 2405 athletes — 69 percent 
male arid 31 percent female. The 
East, South, Midwest and West 
regions were represented in the 
study of a random sample of 
Division I, II and III schools. 
About 73 percent of contact 
sport athletes surveyed said they 
would support HIV testing of 
athletes before being allowed to 
compete, while about 27 percent 
would not. About 70 percent of 
non-contact sport athletes would 
agree to the testing and 30 
percent would disagree. 
Three researchers from 
Michigan State conducted the 
survey and analyzed results 
during the 1992-93 school year. 
Dr. Richard Albrecht of the 
office of medical education 
research and development at 
Michigan State and an 
investigator for the study, said, 
"We thought it was a good 
instrument to measure athletes' 
attitudes, beliefs and behaviors" 
about HIV. 
The survey began by 
questioning students about their 
knowledge of how the virus is 
transmitted. Analysts reached the 
conclusion that in general, 
athletes are well-informed about 
the methods of contracting and 
transmitting HIV. 
The   athletes    were    still 
STUDENT ATHLETES' OPINIONS 
ON HIV/AID-RELATED ATHLETIC POLICIES 
A recent survey of 2,505 student-athletes conducted by Michigan State University showed that 
college athletes overwhelmingly support HIV/AIDS testing of college athletes pnor to 
participation. Here is how the numbers pan out 
College athletes in contact 
sports should be tested for 
HIV/AIDS before athletic 
participation. 
College athletes in contact 
sports who are HIV/AIDS 
positive should not be 





















concerned about the possibility of 
contracting HIV while competing 
against someone with the virus. 
About 64 percent of contact 
sport athletes said that those 
students testing positive should 
not be allowed to compete, while 
about 36 percent disagreed. 
About 55 percent of non- 
contact sport athletes agreed that 
HIV-positive students should not 
Julie Hildebrand, JMU head 
football trainer, said, "I think 
there are very big fears and 
mysteries that surround the AIDS 
virus. I don't think they are at 
any greater risk playing football." 
The NCAA handed down a 
rule for football this year stating 
that any athlete bleeding during a 
game must be taken out and 
treated before playing again. If 
"There are very big fears and 
mysteries that surround the AIDS virus. 
I don't think they are at any greater 
risk playing football. 
Nancy Grembi 
assistant director for health education at the JMU Health Center 
compete, while about 45 percent 
disagreed. 
Nancy Grembi, assistant 
director for health education at 
the JMU Health Center, said, 
"Speaking as a health 
professional, I don't think there is 
that much of a risk. It is almost 
minute." 
the uniform is stained from the 
blood, the spot must be 
disinfected or the uniform 
changed before reentry into the 
game. 
The rule was applied to 
basketball last year. 
Rip Scherer, head JMU 
football coach, said he believes 
that in a contact or collision sport 
such as football, where there is a 
chance for blood to be 
transmitted, HIV testing for 
athletes would put minds to rest 
Shelia Moorman, head 
women's basketball coach, said, 
"It would be a very costly 
situation. On the other hand, I'm 
not minimizing the risk 
involved." 
.Albrecht said the survey was 
prompted by Magic Johnson's 
disclosure of being HIV-positive 
and Wilt Chamberlain's 
admission of promiscuity. 
But Albrecht said he didn't 
have any direct evidence that 
linked the transmission of HIV to 
athletic competitions. 
Sherry Summers, assistant 
JMU athletic trainer, said that if 
university precautions, such as 
the use of latex gloves, and the 
NCAA procedures are utilized, 
there would probably be less of a 
risk of contact with blood. 
In the survey, 98 percent of the 
athletes believed they could 
contract HIV when coming into 
contact with infected blood. 
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JMU athletes 
react to HIV 
test question 
A recent survey on the 
possibility of iniplerhenung 
random or mandatory HIV 
testing of college athletes has 
sparked mixed opinions from 
JMU student competitors. 
Michigan State University 
conducted the national 
survey of 2,505 college 
athletes for the NCAA. 
Results indicated that the 
majority of those surveyed 
believed HIV testing should 
be required before competing 
in both contact and non- 
comae! sports. 
The majority surveyed by 
Michigan State said those 
found infected with HIV 
should not be allowed to 
compete. 
Macey Brooks, who plays 
on both the football and 
baseball teams, said. "I don't 
know if I agree with being 
barred from competition. 
That's kind of harsh." 
Julie Hildebrand, JMU's 
bead football trainer, said the 
NCAA set precautions for 
coming into contact with 
ajjifcjes' blood. 
"They've got it covered to 
a certain extent on the 
football field;' football team 
member David McLeod said. 
Dr. Richard Albrecht, an 
investigator for the study at 
Michigan State University, 
said the results of the survey 
indicated that athletes are 
concerned about the 
possibility of contracting 
HIV while competing. 
"I think that some of the 
athletes perceive themselves 
to beat risk," Albrecht said. 
Brooks said, "As you 
know with Magic Johnson, it 
is definitely serious, No one 
wanted to play with him." 
— Nicole Motley 
Cross country teams looking to qualify for NCAA meet 
by Amy Keller 
stqffwriter 
The men's and women's track teams 
hope to finish well this weekend in the 
NCAA Region II & IC4A championships 
and advance to NCAAs. 
For the men, the meet combines the 
East Coast Championships with the 
District 2 NCAA Championships. Teams 
from all the districts throughout Maine 
and Virginia will compete with the Dukes 
for a spot in the NCAAs. 
"I'd like to place in the top 25 to 35 
overall and possibly qualify individually," 
senior Jeff Thompson said. "But most 
likely, I'd just like to help the team 
qualify.'' 
Men's coach Pat Henner expects the 
team to perform well  against the 
competition and to finish in the top four 
in the district. 
The top three teams in each district 
qualify for nationals. 
"Villanova and Georgetown are the top 
two teams on the East Coast and may be a 
little out of our reach, but we should do 
well against the rest of the teams," Henner 
said. "We need to beat both Penn State 
and William & Mary in order to finish in 
the top four." 
Five men's cross country runners 
received All-Colonial Athletic Association 
honors Oct. 30 at the CAA 
championships. Junior Tom Jeffrey picked 
up his third AU-CAA honor, seniors 
Thompson and Matt Holthaus and junior 
Mike Marshall earned their second and 
junior Dave Hoiliday earned his first 
"Our district is usually one of the 
strongest so it's possible that the top five 
teams will all go to nationals," Marshall 
said. "As long as we finish with the top 
runners from Villanova and Georgetown 
we have a good shot at being in the top 
three." 
As for the women's team, coach Gwen 
Harris has prepared her squad for the 
weekend with a test meet so that nothing 
comes as a surprise. 
Like the men's team, the JMU women's 
team will also be competing for the 
Eastern Regional Championships as well 
as for team and individual qualification for 
the NCAA meet 
The meet will include teams from both 
Region 1 and Region 2, all competing 
separately within their region and 
collectively for the chance to qualify for 
nationals. 
Sophomore Mona Gupta is running No. 
1 and earned the sole All-CAA honors for 
the women. Seven women will compete 
this weekend. 
"Mona is running well, and we're 
hoping that she is able to run with the top 
runners she'll be competing against," 
Harris said. "We'd like to see the entire 
team do well, not just one runner." 
As with the men, Villanova and 
Georgetown are the women's teams to 
beat Villanova is No. 2 and Georgetown 
is No. 5 in the region. 
"Our goal is to be in the top 10 or 
better," Harris said. "We want to beat the 
teams we know we can beat and we'll 
strive to beat the teams that are better than 
us." 
The NCAA National Championship is 
scheduled for Nov. 22 in Pennsylvania. 
JMU tennis player brings a 
British flair to Harrisonbun 
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by Amy Keller 
Steffi writer 
As a young child. Matt Rowe used to 
"get stuck" at the courts watching his 
parents play tennis. 
Now the JMU sophomore attributes his 
decision to take up the game to the hours 
spent watching his parents. 
"My parents were playing a lot, so I 
decided I wanted to play," he said. "I've 
been playing since I was four." 
While growing up in London, Rowe 
also played soccer for a British team until 
the age of 14. It was then that he decided 
to concentrate solely on tennis. 
When the time came to. start 
considering college, Rowe decided to 
make his talents known to various schools 
in the United States. 
"I'd lived in London nearly 15 years, so 
I sent out letters to a bunch of the schools 
that were good academically," he said. 
"JMU was the best school that I could 
have gone to as far as academics were 
concerned." 
Rowe did not lose a single match in in 
his career at London Central High School, 
and was named Most Valuable Player all 
four years. 
It made sense, then, for Rowe to be 
named the No. 1 player on the JMU team 
his freshman year. 
"It doesn't happen often that a freshman 
will come in at the top spot in both singles 
and doubles," coach Steve Secord said. 
"It's tough to come in at the top as a 
freshman, but Matt still did well against 
the competition." 
Both Rowe and the team struggled in 
singles play last year, but this fall six of 
the eight competing players, including 
Rowe, registered winning records. The 
team also posted a 20-9 doubles record 
this season. 
MAGGIE WELTER 
Matt Rowe plays No. 1 singles for JMU. 
As a freshman, Rowe compiled a 7-14 
record in singles and went 8-7 with his 
doubles partner Brian Phoebus. 
Rowe finished this season with a 7-6 
record in singles and 6-2 in doubles play 
with Phoebus. 
Secord describes Rowe as "smart and 
competitive" — two qualities which have 
enabled Rowe to succeed at his level of 
play. 
"Matt has a good work ethic — he 
never gives up," Secord said. "No one 
else on the team will slack off knowing 
there is someone there other than the 
coach to keep them going." 
After 15 years playing the sport, Rowe 
has never thought of giving tennis up. 
"It's something I can do on my own," 
he said. "I've always enjoyed playing 
tennis — it's something I do that makes 
me happy." 
HIV 
continued from page 24 
"It is a pretty fragile virus," Summers 
said. The infected blood has to come in 
contact wtih a mucous membrane or enter 
through a cut or sore. "When you look at 
that parameter, the risk is slim at best" 
Scherer said, "I think it is an individual 
thing. I think if (testing) is presented in an 
educational manner ... I think it will be 
accepted readily." 
Albrecht said the NCAA may address 
the survey results through educational 
measures and not necessarily through 
mandatory or random testing. 
Michigan State sent in a proposal for 
the survey and the NCAA agreed to fund 
the project. Results are sent to the NCAA 
and to the athletic directors of the colleges 
surveyed. 
The results information on the survey's 
participants, including a break-down of 
information on that college's participants. 
The information is not broken down into 
individual sports at the colleges because 
the survey was conducted confidentially. 
"We go to extraordinary lengths to 
allow the people to answer the questions 
in the most comfortable way as possible," 
Albrecht said. 
This survey was the third in a series of 
drug and alcohol surveys conducted by 
Michigan State. The first one was 
conducted during the 1984-85 school year 
and the second during 1988-89. This was 
the first survey that included a section on 
HIV and AIDS testing. 
Attention men's soccer fans: 
Anyone who wants to go to Sunday's 
NCAA tournament game at Loyola (Md.) can sign 
up at the information desk in Warren Hall. 
Two 47-seat buses are available on a first-come, 
first-serve basis. Transportation is free, but 
admission to the game is S3. 
FOOTBALL . . 
Pukes v». Vanova 
GAME: JMU at Villanova, Saturday, 1:30 
p.m. 
DUKES NOTES: Junior Steve Agee is 
fifth in me Yankee Conference in scoring 
with 11 touchdowns on the season . . . 
Freshman quarterback T.J. Giles will be 
redshirted for the season . . . Senior wide 
receiver David McLeod must average 7.0 
receplions and 170.5 yards per game to 
break Gary Clark's records for receptions 
and receiving yards . . . Senior kicker Trey 
Weisis 11 points off the team's career mark 
of 163 points kicking. 
DATA: Villanova is 3-6 overall, including 
a loss to Northeastern, who the Dukes 
trounced 52-21 last week... Wildcats senior 
strong safety Matt Smith is a team defensive 
leader in every category and played high 
school football with sophomore JMU 
quarterback Mike Cawley . . . Villanova 
will finish the season with a losing record 
for the first time in eight years. 
RIP SAYS: "Villanova is a team that 
scares me to play. They've had a tough 
season, a disappointing season. They have a 
lot of pride, a lot of tradition. Anytime you 
play somebody with pride and tradition you 
know the capability is there to call upon that 
and play a great game." 
StaDiftlfil Conf.     €hmr*M 
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James Madtoon 3 
New Hampshire 3 
Maine 2 
Northeastern 1 
. Rhode Island 1 
Villanova 1 
Toppftttn 
1. S. Knight, W&M 
2. Dale Fry, Dela. 
3. Todd Durkln, W&M 
4. C. Hixson, URI 
5. R. Dougherty, BU 
TooRuahara Yds. 
1. R. Ingogtia, UM 1128 
2. D. FftzgeraW.W&M 771 
3. D. Brown, Dela. 970 
4. W. Gllllard, UConn 1050 
5. Z. Burwell, BU 939 
TOP Rgctfrgq 
1. D. Gamble, UNH 
2. D. McLeod, JMU 
3. M. Nowden, UConn 
4. C. Henderson, BU 
5. B. Apagar, URI 
W i, 



































54 836 6.0 
48 831 8.3 
46 880 4.8 
38 569 4.5 





Dukes to play in ECAC Tournament 
The women's soccer team will play 
Saturday in the Eastern College 
Athletic Conference Tournament 
semifinals at Rutgers. 
The Dukes (10-9) earned a first- 
round bye after Maryland withdrew 
from the tournament. 
JMU will face the winner of the 
first-round game between Boston 
College and Brown. 
JMU advanced to the finals of the 
ECAC Tournament in 1991, where they 
lost 2-0 to Rutgers. 
The finals are scheduled lor 1 p.m. 
on Sunday at Rutgers. 
REC REPORT 
• The Great American Smoke-Out is 
next Thursday, Nov. 18. Slop by the 
Godwin Wellness Center or the 
information table in Warren Hall on 
Nov. IS and 16 between 12 and 2 p.m. 
to pick up a packet of information and 
"incentives" to stop smoking. 
• Coed field hockey placed second in 
the Deep South Tournament last 
weekend at Catawba College. JMU 
beat Atlanta 4-0. UVa 3-0, UNC 2-0. 
and lost to Deep South 2-1. Deborah 
Funk was named to die All-Star Team. 
• The men's lacrosse club defeated 
Washington     last    Saturday     in 
Harrisonburg 8-4. Dave Wong scored 
two goals. 
• Men's volleyball participated in 
UVa's Fellowship Tournament in 
Charlottesvillc on Sunday. JMU 
finished in sixth place out of 16 teams 
with a record of 4-2. 
• Both the A and B team lost in the 
women's club soccer tournament on 
Sunday in Harrisonburg. 
• The JMU men's club soccer team lost 
in the second round to William & Mary 
3-2 at a club soccer tournament on Oct. 
30 in Harrisonburg. 
• Yoga classes continue to be offered at 
5:30 p.m. on Tuesday's for one hour 
and Wednesday's at noon for 45 
minutes in Godwin 205. Free with ID. 
MEN'S TENNIS 
JMU player loses at Invitational 
Freshman Cullen de Windt was JMU's 
only representative in the Rolex 
Invitational Nov. 7-9 in Chapel Hill, N.C. 
He lost his only match to South 
Carolina's Jimmy Panagapoulos, 7-5,7-5. 
WRESTLING 
JMU Invitational set for Sunday 
The wrestling team will host the JMU 
Invitational all day Sunday in Godwin 
gym, starting at 9 a.m. 
Champic (ship bouts are scheduled 
for 6:30 pin. 
————————^———_ 
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Patrick Manor & 
Pineapple Pedalers Touring 
Bed N Breakfast at Patrick Manor - located by 
the Sbenandoab River 
(Rooms available for December Graduation) 
Patrick Manor also hosts Mountain ft Road Bike excursions 
through the Blue Ridge ft Appalachian Mountains. 
Canoe Rentals • Fishing • Hiking • Cycling 
We can design cycling tours to fit your specific needs. 
Groups ft Individual Tours Welcome 
Approximately 10 miles east 
from JMU on Port Republic 249-3156 
hallmoon 
dry goods & trading 
51 E. Elizabeth St. 
Harrisonburg VA 22801 
Call 433-4691 
3H GUATEMALA SHIRTS 
ONLY $19.54   (REG. $22.99) 
IBS3333BAJAS 
ONLY $13.49 to $24.29 
(REG. $14.99 to 26.99) 
. A     .;.:.- 
ATTENTION 
Student Organizations 
Trie time to schedule meeting rooms, vans, buses, 
sales space, classrooms ana much moire ror 
SPRING SEMESTER 1994 
is here! 
Wed., Nov. 10 Call X3343 at 8:30 AM 
to sign up ror a time to 
schedule beginning Nov. 15 
Thurs., Nov. 11 Appointment time will 
be posted outside the 
Event Planing Office 
(Warren Hall 303). 
Mon., Nov. 15 SCHEDULING BEGINS! 
(Come by the Event Planning 
Office at the appointed time 
to make reservations). 
LooVi or more info and detail* in your olub boxes. Queetiona? Call the Event 








Call Your PAPA! 
702 E. Market St., Harrisonburg 
(Corner of Old Furnace Rd.) 
Free Garlic Butter and 
Pepperoncini Peppers 
with each Pizza 





OlMTOPHmMftJUAU   i 








■ - OMfHiTMDDMRr " 
TWo Large 
Single Topping Pizzas ;| 
$11.98*. 
cniuTomMij 
FOR   SALE 
University Place 
CONDOS 
BE YOUR OWN LANDLORD 
LOW DOWN PAYMENT 
UNITS ALSO 
AVAILABLE FOR RENT 
3&4 Bedroom Units 
Microwave 
Washer & Dryer 
Ample Parking 
Call Dorothy Ritchie or Jim Acord 432-6541 
Commonwealth Realty 434-2977 
• Easy Access to JMU (bus service) 
• Furnished or Unfurnished Units 
• Dishwasher 
• Free Water 
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Picks of the week 
last week  
Season total  
Winning percentage... 
Florida State at Notre Dame 
Indiana at Ohio State 
Auburn at Georgia 
Syracuse at Virginia Tech 























Vlonda) Night: Buffalo at Pittsburgh                 Htisluirgli            Pittsburgh 
Green Bay at New Orleans 





Kansas City at Los Angeles Raiders 
Minnesota at Denver 


















































It almost seems like a Keystone beer commercial. Wouldn't it be great if the 
Gum were in first place, with throngs of supporters (preferably ones like 
Rachel Hunter) suddenly flocking to his side, and he didn't have to listen to 
criticisms from every Tom, Dick and Harry everywhere he went. Well, all 
you faithful fans of the Picks of the Week should be thankful and realize 
that all that is happening is something as rare as a Halley's Comet sighting. 
"The dream is over" is what Alison proclaimed last week, and yes, fans, the 
Gum has jumped out of your dreams and into first place. Warnings abound 
that the move is only temporary, but Drew has promised to make his stay at 
the far left so long he might have to change his last name to Kennedy. Alison 
was gracious in turning the crown over, but she has been overheard 
whispering something about Drew's ego . . . and deflating it soon. Kevin had 
a panel-best week of 7-3-1, and continued to hold Steve at bay. Rumor has it 
that Steve soon may don a bag over his head, reminiscint of early New 
Orleans Saints fans. Steve is quick to tell everyone that he was in first place a 
year ago at this time (and just a couple of weeks ago). How the meek have 
inherited the earth (or first place). This week, the panel welcomes Sheila 
Ridout, who watches a lot of football as the head manager of the JMU team. 




Pre-register now for KIN131 (Elementary),KIN 231 
(Intermediate), orKIN331 (Advanced) courses 
for two semester hours credit on your class schedule. 
When: 3RD BLOCK TUESDAY/THURSDAY 
" l-5pm OR 5-10 pm CLASS SESSIONS 
NEW state-of-the-art snowguns to 
open DIAMOND JIM as soon as possible 
$132 ($156 with rental equipment) 
m$\ Don't Miss 
wSw Our Exit! 
APARTMENTS 
I co$I 
Check payable to: Great Eastern Resort Management. 
MUST be paid at REQUIRED orientation/liability meeting 
in G/S Theatre Tuesday, January 11 * A late fee of $10 
will be charged to all students who do not attend this meeting. 
6, 9 & 12 Month 
1,2 & 3 Bedrooms 
Townhouses or Gardens 




Small Pets Welcome* 
• On Site 
Leases Available* 
• Full Size Washer & Dryer 
• Remodeled Kitchen 
• City Bus Service to JMU 
• Furnished Apartments 
• New Lower Rates 
• Student Individual Leases 
• 24-Hour Maintenance 
Management 
( 
Small Group lessons/car pools to be formed 
For further information contact: 




Hon.   Fri. 10   6 
Weekend - Appointments 
Welcome 
* Some restrictions apply 
Clubhouse. Devon Lane • Harnsonburg, VA 22801 
Directions: Across the highway from JMU Campus. 1-81 Ex* 24$ East on Port 
Republic Road to top bf hifl. right on Devon Lane.ro Rental Office. 
434-2220 
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(pizzs 
MM* 
LARGE ONE TOPPING PIZZA 
LL *\ ^-"P A PA   702 E. Market St. Harrisonburg 
433*272 (Corner of Old Furnace Rd.) 
CARRY OUT ONLY! 
extra toppings only 930 + tax $4 
(PIZZA 
V7i   fi 
11 'eA/V. I'tvciilderf i^yy 
433-PAPA 
433-7272 
Call Your PAPA! 
702 E. Market St., Harrisonburg 
(Comer of Old Furnace Rd.) 
MARVELOUS MONDAY 
A large hand-tossed oven fresh pizza with one of your 
favorite toppings 
"wflRYOUTOROEl^SY        Mm_ 
TWO FOR TUESDAY 
Two small hand-tossed pizzas with two of your favorite 
toppings and two cans of Coke 
tPOlVV+TAX 
EXTRATOPWIGSAVALABUHJMrTODE^^   
WOW IT'S WEDNESDAY 
A large works is only 
F+TAX 
UMTEDDElJVKYAf€A-OFFERG000AU.T«™E 
SAY     HELLO     TO 
ICOOLRUNMNGSl ,NTRO 1 MoncnPcueSonfta* ' 
r#\i j :;• j 1>I! jxViJM 
EE3   $J 
UEMOMHEADS 





  Zoo   
^ttl ^7S.H3S l8S?t2i ^1^ 
PEARL JAM 
B3CS3-. 















Visa, MasterCard, American Express & Discover 
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Humor 
CALVIN & HOBBES/BillWatterson 
OH NO.'   MOW PACKED A 
PIECE  OF ME  IN NN 
LUNCH.'  SUE HATES ME.' 
I REFUSE  TO EAT \T.' 
100 OOHt X  NOT THIS 
LIKE P« ? J     KINO. ."'55 \ \rt nu 
THE FAR S\OE/Gary Larson 
"This is it, son — my old chompln' grounds.... 
Gosh, the memories." 
OUTER BOUNDSA -J. Grebb "Ooo! You're right, Sir Owayne! IfI knock right here, I can make him start buzzing.... Ooo, and he's angry'" 
WHY ARE You   STARING  AT 
U'OUE  KLAWSofi?THAT 
GIRL 6OT HIT BY THE 
U6LY STICK AT BIRTH. 
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ONE LARGE 14" PIZZA 
With Your Choice 
Of Any Single 
Topping 





PC BALLROOM     11 AM - 4PM 
SPONSORED BY: HZF 
AS PART OF 
£fv-e> firs* a A&aflCA/e'/*' tomorwa// 
, Come II 
NOW HIRING 
DELIVERY DRIVERS 
• $5.00 - $15.00 or more an hour 
• Flexible work hours 
• Be part of the excitement of the area's 
fastest growing pizza delivery company 
REQUIREMENTS 
Must be 18 years of age. Valid 
driver's license. Automobile 
insurance. Good driving record. 
Access to a car. 
OTHER POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
• PIE MAKERS • ORDER TAKERS 
Apply at 702 E. Market St. Harrisonburg 
433-7272 
T 
Having roommate problems.    I need a| 
place to shack! 
Seeking Friends & Fun 
Pear Friend & Fun Seeker, 
Why don't you  shack  up  with  three] 
close friends at Ashby Crossing? 
Check Out Our Roommate 
Referral Program! 
^K Life at Ashby Crossing will entitle you to: ^-^ 
' Free 24 hr maintenance ^^ 
£us pickup every 15 minutes or short walk to JMU 
Covered bus shelter 
Full-size washer & dryer 
Individual leases 
.Volleyball & basketball courts, weightroom 
Ample, well-lighted parking 
Signed, 
(     ROSSI 
1235-F Devon lane 
Harrisonburg. UA £2801 
432-1001 
Office Hours: 9AM-5PM Mon-Fri (S> 
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Classifieds 
FOR RENT 
D* you koto your living situation? 
Roommate »NM. College Station, 
spring ismaolet wih wonderful woman. 
CJCw*n.43»4077. Chaapl 
VI—go Lane (FeraellaaQUwkiasi 
For rant. Fiva carton oocupancy. Juna 
1904-May IMS. •I.IOOYmo. Call 89* 
S3o».  
SuMaaaor - Squire Hilla apt. Quiet 
roommate*. W/D, A/C. Everything In 
great shape. tlSuYrno. Call 434 6478. 
ask lor Draw. 
Ptaaaa aubtat my apt! Take ovar my 
la»a this Christinas. Ona BR. Squire 
Hill.  Call  Laura,  433-7068.  Prica 
negotiable. 
Roach - Spring braak pramom. Smal 
or larger group*. Your* kea, discounted 
or cash. Cat CM I. (800)42*6264. 
Fundralaar - Wore looking lor a top 
student organiiation that would ho to 
maka $500* 1.500 lor a marketing 
promotion right on campus. Call 
(800)5«2-212l.»311. 
Server, Host, Kitchen 
Poaftlorw - Fun or Part Tlmol 
Great working cooottiorts 
wMh many other students! 
clayborne's 
221 Unrverelty Blvd. 
SERVICES 
Skydlve! Cam* experience an 
Inoredlble adVentur*. skydiving, th* 
ultimata highl Call lor information. 
Skydrve Orange, (703)042-3671. Come 
jump wah ual 
Typlat - Accerete, raaaanabla; 
computer/typewriter, ruah lobe. 434- 
404/rpager. SAW77*. "^ 
 ATTSffiow  
GotrJen Key M*mb*rs! 
Meeting 
November 11  7-9pm 
in the 
Game Room, Taylor Hall 
Free pool A video games! 
Bring your ID. 
Female room >d*d - Avwlabla 
February 1. Walk-in clotet. 1441-0 
Devon Lane. 433-0604 
Roommate needed I Female. Hunter'• 
Ridge, clean. J185. 433-7312. 
anger/Wendy. 
El Teco Valley Hall - Looking lor 
holiday help to begin Immediately. 
ParVhil time. Cell 433-2867 or apply in 
NOTICE 
Formore Information and 
buatnea*lopportuJtle\ ft v%rk 
at horn* opport unities. con!act 
the Better Business Bureau 
Inc., at (000) 533-5501. 
Town he tier sublease-SITS. W/D. 
WAV, D/W. Jeanie. x3S98 or 434-0448 
Non-emeklng limala ... 
BR lownhouse. SIM rent. 564-0347. 
■d to share 3 
Earn «,500 A tree Spring Break tripal 
Sal only eight trip* A you go heel Beat 
trip* A priceal Bahamas. Canoun. 
Jamaica. Panama Cityl Great return* 
experience! (800)878-63661 
Sanaa Break-04 - Sel tripe, earn cash 
A go Treel Student Travel Serve*! u 






Cal Mk*. 433 
an Herrtaoneurg bueln rda 
Sublet aprlng semester - Female to 
sublet snared room ki Forest Ha*. Cal 
Ana. 433-3127. 
FOR SALE 
Mueie equipment - Peavy 2x15 best 
cab with castor*. S200; Peavy 280 guitar 
head. S100: art muhivarb voice/signal 
enhancer, $1e0; or all lor S4S0. Call 
Randy. 433-5875. 




CerUfled *kl kietructore A at 
reeeo new eojUapntent el low 
Serah. 433-7762. 
1000 Cedes Shadow E8 - " 
motor. 434-0571 alter 4 pm 
HELP WANTED 
$287.50 - Sell 80 Hlrllll COOtgs T- 
ahirta, profit $287.50. 22 designs. A ritk- 
ftee program. Cal now lor tree catalog, 
(800)304-3308. 
Travel taw*! Suncha** Ski 4 Beach 
Break Is aoceptiog applications lor 
Spring Break camput rap*. Earn top $$$ 
A Ire* trip* (IT"' 
a rekabka person to work about three 
hour* a day. prater obry ki the afternoon. 
m our officee in downtown Harrieonburg. 
Dubet would induda tome data entry A 
packing up videot to be shipped around 
the country. $5.50 per hour. Apply in 
person at 122 S. Main Street, sues 200. 
Aak lor Susan. 
Raw* up to $1,000 in jutt on* wetkl For 
C)ur frsternity. sorority A dub. Plus 
1.000 lor youreefl And a free T-shirt 
jutt lor oaSng. (000)032-0520. i75. 
AA crulea A travel lab* - Earn 
$25007mo. ♦ travel the world (reel 
(Caribbean, Europe. Hawaii. Anal) 
Cruise Inss now hiring (or busy holiday. 
spring A summer leas one. Outrenteea 
arr«)loymentl Cat (•10)029-4396, i107. 
Concaeelon workert - Must have 
newota sohoouio to swjudo weekenda A 
evenings, able to Ht 50 b* Do stocking 
A inventoriat, aba to work with money I 
people in a last-paced anvironment. 
VaAd drivers license A prior load eeniae 
oxpononoo helplul. Cal x3000. ask lor 
Concession Dept. or come by for an 
We went youl rOtrntad In becoming e 
laculty/stsH advisor lor A4HJ co-ed 
tervice frelernity? Contact Deb Flechner. 
SS044. 
PERSONALS 
Spring Braafcl Seven night* horn 8200 
include* AC. hoM. translers. partiet A 
morel Nassau. Paradise Island, Canoun, 
Jamaica. San Juan. Call M. 433-5051 or 
Efaabeth. 432-5560 or (800)OET-SUNI. 
Spring Breekl Plan eerty - Save $30 
•60 A get best roomtl Price* inoressa 
11/151 Bahamaa cruise, six days, 
include* 12 meals. $2701 Panama City 
oceanview room with kitchen. (1201 
Canoun from Richmond. $410. Jamaica. 
$439; South Padre condo. $100; Key 
Wett. $230; Dayton* room with kitchen*. 
$1481 Spring Break Travel. (800)678- 
0308. 
Breakers! Sell tripe, earn cash, party 
freel Panama City from SOB, 
Jamaica/Cancun $430. Padre $239. 
Dayton* (70. Book early A save! Cal 
EST (800)234-7007. 
Spring Break - Bahamas party cruise. 
$2791 Su daysl Induce* 12 meek A al 
taxeol This is a huge party I Great 
beaches A nightlife" Hurryl Prlcet 
• 12/101 (800)678*386 
National DJ Connection - (1 lor all 
rnu»lceratrtainment needs. 433-0360 
Spring Breekl Panama Cityl Eight days 
oossnviow room with s kkchenl S1101 
Great locetk.nl Waft, to bartl Include* 
diecount cardl Hurryl Price* increase 
12/151(800)678-6386 
want to move kite Wsmpktr HaM next 
temealer? f* out an interest survey in 
your hal office before November 121 
Transfer etudents - Do you want to be 
a tranaler guide for Spring 10047 Cal 
Suean at 432-1423 or «6259. 
Bowling (Men's, Women'a A Celtic) - 
Limited entries. Sign-up by 11/16 in 
kitramurala Office. Warren 300. 
Intramural 3 va 1 Baskstbsll - Entries 
dose 11/17. Team Captain's meeting 
11/17 at 5:30pm in Piedmont Room of 
Warren HaA 
IK - 2 days A counting until Frisbee 
Flingl Show them all who's the beetl 





Men's Intramural swimming A diving 
Entries dose 11/11. Event w* take pla. 
Attention - Excellent Income for home 
assembly work. Info, (504)646-1700. 
dapt. VA-4608. 
LOST & FOUND 
Found — Mate, cinnamon A 
on campue. Contact 434-5503. 
imiii Jlslil) blowing sign-up* in Godwin 
Pool. Entria* 6-6. :30pm; race at 7pm. 
Adoption - ChriaUan couple cooking 
to adopt baby. Loving home, attention, 
linanaal security. Cal John A Susan. 
Cosed. (703)444-6824. 
Psychology matora - Question* about 
regetralion t requirement*? Coma to th* 
P*«AdveingOftios.John*ton113 
CSC haa openings for the following 
positions - Promotion Coordinstor, 
Program Coordinator A Housing 
Coordinator. So come in A apply I 
LIT Phla - Two more doyo until we 
•hare our secrets wth youl Get excited 
for ktawftonl A* love akvsysl 
Malteea Stirling - Your Big Sit loves 
you, can't wait til Saturday I A4> love. 
EN - Get peyched for Friebee Flingl 
Love. Uea. Kim A Cindy. 
Howdy KX. - There* gonna be eeme 
hee-hawing tun tonightl Be 
A* new offlcere - Congratulatlonol 
You ere going to be inrsedpssl 
Ursula - Congratulation* on your KAP 
raoogntionl Love, your AT Sitters. 
To our Sleter Sorority AA> - We cant 
wait to hang out with you soon! Love. 
JXL. 
Happy Bkthdey Tsmarsl Love. IX 
Alpha Phi Little* - Two mor* days A 
initialed youl bel We cant wall Wa love 
you, your Sisters. 
X* - "So Happy Together- You made 
Friday afternoon greet! AT 
THE DEVIL IS JUST 
SUCH A MEATBALL 
Lloyd's Pravar 
JMU Experimental Theatre 
Thursday, Nov. 18- 
Sunday, Nov. 21 
at 8pm 
Matinees Sat. A Sun. at 2pm. 
SAE - Great celebration for our new A 
wonderful SistersI IX 
Hey Sororities A Freternltiee! Get into 
the Fling ol thingtl Frisbee Fling, 12- 
3pm. Saturday at Purcell Park. 




FRIDAY, NOV. 12 
at Wesley Foundation 
690 S. Mason St. 
Thenka to everyone who mede 
Anchorsplssh weak to luccetsfull AT 
Spring Break to 
Cancun, Key West, or 
Bahamas for only 
$10! 
•Enter lb* "Hunt for the Cure" 
campus-wide scavenger hunt 
sponaorad by Zeta Tau Alpha 
A Party Perfect's University 
Outpost to win ona of these 
trips for you & three friends. 
Th* hunt Is Novsmbsr 21 A all 
proceeds go to the Susan Q. 
Koman Breast Cancer 
Foundation. 
'Only $10 a parson/4 people 
per loam 
•Free T-shirt upon registration 
•All participants will celebrate 
with a party at JM's with free 
drinks A free food. Many 
exerting prizes will be given 
away at the party. 
'Call Cartnk* (X7488), Laigha 
(x7487) or stop by Party 
Perfect (432-0287) to register. 
Hey Sororities A Fratemhwel Get into 
the Fling ol thingtl Frisbee Fling. 12- 
3pm. Saturday at Purcell Park. 
Sponsored by AJuX 
Winter Break 
Employment!!! 
Circuit City in Fairfax 
Now Hiring 
We are looking lor energetic A 
enthueiaetlc peopt iwhot tto 
earn Iota ol extra cash A have 
plenty of lun, tool Interviewing now 
lor aawe counselor pothion* 
CIRCUIT CITY 
Where service is 
state of the art 
Pkteae call the office of Car**r 
Planning A Placement (Btees) for 
more Information. 
Come buy your campua eampler 
November 11 on the Patio. 
FUI - Gat ready lor Friebee Fling. Love, 
your AX eoachss. 
Lava A Utanka to our Anchoraplash 
coachetl Love, J2X 
Congratulatlona to Sigme Keppe on 
your inijationl Love. AXQ. 
XX - Congrate to el of your new Sstwtl 
Love.nL. 
AXQ Pledgee - You guys ere awatomtl 
Keep up the great workl We love youl 
The Sisters of AXQ. 
AXA - Think* lor shsring your tiee 
with utl Love, Dl 
- 
Recycle. 
Just Do It. / 










Port Rd./Market St. 
LARGE! 
15" LARGE ONE TOPPING 
NIO Coupon Necessary! 
FAN, Original 
or "Crisp> Thin' 
32  THE BREEZE Thursday, Nov. 11,1993 
4b 
TREAT YOURSELF TO A GATTI'S GOURMET PIZZA 
THIS WEEK ONLY... 
Any Medium 
Gourmet Pizza 





The Works! Smoked Provolone Cheese, Pepperoni, Canadian Bacon, 
Burger, Miia Sausage, Green Olive, Black Olive, Fresh Mushroom, Onion, 
Bell Pepper, Jalapeno and Anchovy upon request. 
Vegetarian Sampler __ 
Smoked Provolone Cheese, Fresh Mushroom, Bell Pepper, Onion, 
Black Olive, Green Olive, Fresh Chunky Tomato, Jalapeno upon request. 
Garden Fresh! 
Black Bean {No Meat) ■      „   , _„ 
A Unique conbinafion of Gourmet Black Beans, Onions, Black Olives, 
Chunky Tomatoes, Pace Thick & Chunky Salsa. Coverea With Smoked 
Provolone ana Cheddar Cheeses. Es Muy Buenal 
Fiesta 
A Delicious Biena of Spicy Burger, Diced Tomatoes, Bell Pepper, And 
Choice of Pace Thick & Cnunky Salsa or Our Regular Pizza Sauce. Topped 
with Smoked Provolone and Cheddar Cheeses. Jalapenos on request. Ole! 
Superonl 
If You Like Pepperoni, You've Gatta Try This! Extra Portions of Smoked 
Provolone Cheese and Pepperoni! irs Double Goodl 
Meat Market 
For The Meat Lover! Smoked Provolone Cheese, Pepperoni, Mild Sausage, 
Burger, Canadian Bacon, Spicy Italian Sausage. 
Burgeronl „ _     _     _,   . 
If You Like Pepperoni And Burger, Your Gonna Love Them Together! 
Extra Portions of Smoked Provolone Cheese, Pepperoni and Burger. 
Gain's Deluxe 
A Combination Favorite! Smoked Provolone Cheese, Pepperoni, Mild 
Sausage, Fresh Mushroom, Onion, Bell Pepper/Black Olive, Jalapeno upon 
request. 
Double Cheeseburger 
Twice As Nice! Smoked Provolone Cheese, Cheadar Cheese, Double 
l Burger, Fresh Chunky Tomato, Onion. 
Any Large 
Gourmet Pizza 
with 4 Drinks 








llam- lam Sun - Thurs 
11am - 2am Fri - Sat 
$553 
k|J«*/plus t ax 
Medium 1 topping 
and 2 Drinks 
No coupon necessary 
